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1 ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

 

Filip Klimeš: 3D Dynamic functional lung ventilation magnetic resonance imaging 

 

Hintergrund 

Derzeit wird die Diagnose und Überwachung von Patienten mit Lungenerkrankungen am häufigsten 

mithilfe eines Lungenfunktionstests (PFT) bewertet. Es existieren jedoch bereits verschiedene Techniken, 

um die regionale Lungenventilation mittels Magnetresonanztomographie (MRT) zu bewerten. Unter 

anderem sind dabei protonenbasierte Fourier Decomposition (FD) MRT Methoden patientenfreundliche 

Alternativen zur Beurteilung der Ventilation und Perfusion, für die keine zusätzliche Hardware oder 

Injektion / Inhalation von Kontrastmitteln erforderlich sind. Die FD basierte phasenaufgelöste 

funktionelle Lungen (PREFUL) MRT wurde eingeführt, um die regionale Ventilations- und 

Perfusionsdynamik innerhalb derselben 2D-Aufnahme beurteilen zu können. Ein wesentlicher Schritt bei 

den FD Methoden stellt die Bildregistrierung d.h. die Bewegungskorrektur der Daten dar, die in freier 

Atmung erhoben werden. Dabei werden die Lungenvolumina auf ein Referenzvolumen in einer 

ausgewählten Atemlage registriert. Jedoch gibt es bis jetzt keine Studie, die den Einfluss des 

Referenzvolumens auf die erhaltene Ventilationsinformation untersucht und bei der Quantifizierung 

berücksichtigt. Darüber hinaus sind 2D-Techniken intrinsisch limitiert: Zum einen kann die komplexe 

dreidimensionale Bewegung der Lunge in einer Ebene grundsätzlich nicht erfasst werden. Weiterhin führt 

das Scannen der gesamten Lunge zu langen Messzeiten. Daher wird im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit der 

Einfluss des Referenzvolumens in theoretischen Modellen und Probandenstudien untersucht und im 

zweiten Teil eine 3D PREFUL Ventilations-MR-Bildgebung entwickelt. Diese wird dann mit 

herkömmlichem 2D PREFUL Aufnahmen verglichen. Im dritten Teil der Arbeit wird die Wiederholbarkeit 

der 3D PREFUL Ventilations-MR-Bildgebung in gesunden Probanden und Patienten mit 

Lungenerkrankungen untersucht. 

Methoden 

Um den Einfluss des während der Registrierung verwendeten Referenzvolumens auf die quantitativen 

Ventilationsparameter zu untersuchen, wird eine aus der PREFUL MRT abgeleitete regionale quantitative 

Messung (RVent) der Lungenventilation eingeführt und mit der konventionellen fraktionierten Ventilation 

(FV) bei 12 gesunden Freiwilligen verglichen. Zusätzlich wird der RVent Parameter um eine Korrektur 

hinsichtlich der T2* Zeit erweitert und ebenfalls überprüft. Der Motivation dieser zusätzlichen Korrektur 

liegt der Wunsch zugrunde, die verschiedenen physikalischen Eigenschaften, die das MRT Signal 

beeinflussen, auf die für die Ventilation wichtige Protonendichte einzugrenzen. Darüber hinaus wurde die 
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physiologische Plausibilität aller Messungen in Rückenlage und Bauchlage hinsichtlich des zu 

erwartenden Gravitationseffekts getestet.  

Um die zuvor genannten Limitationen der 2D FD Techniken zu überwinden, wird die Machbarkeit 

der 3D PREFUL MRT bei gesunden Probanden und Patienten mit chronischer Lungenerkrankung getestet. 

Dafür wird eine „Stack-of-Stars“ Sequenz eingesetzt, welche die Möglichkeit der Selbstnavigation bietet. 

Damit lassen sich die k-Raum Daten vor der Rekonstruktion gemäß ihrer respiratorischen Phase 

vorsortieren, sodass aus einer kontinuierlichen Datenaufnahme über den Zeitraum von 12 Minuten bis zu 

65 respiratorische Phasen rekonstruiert werden können. Dies hat den Vorteil, dass wie bei 2D PREFUL die 

Atemdynamik untersucht werden kann und weiterhin kein Atemstopp benötigt wird. Neben RVent können 

sowohl aus der 2D als auch der 3D PREFUL MRT ein dynamischer Ventilationsparameter (Kreuzkorrelation 

(CC)) sowie Ventilationsdefektkarten, sogenannte VDP (Ventilation Defect Percentage) Karten, ermittelt 

werden. Daher wurden sowohl die statische RVent als auch der dynamische Ventilationsparameter sowie 

die VDP Karten auf systematische Unterschiede zwischen der 2D PREFUL MRT und der 3D PREFUL MRT 

Messung mit unterschiedlichen räumlichen Auflösungen untersucht. Außerdem wurden für alle 3D 

PREFUL Ventilationsparameter, einschließlich der Heterogenität der Ventilation, dargestellt durch die 

Zeit bis zum Erreichen der maximalen Ventilation in jedem Voxel innerhalb des Lungenparenchyms 

(VTTPDev), die minimal erforderliche zeitliche Auflösung bestimmt.  

Um die Reproduzierbarkeit aller zuvor genannten 3D PREFUL Ventilationsparameter zu testen, 

wurden 53 gesunde Freiwillige und 13 chronisch obstruktive lungenerkrankte (COPD) Patienten 

untersucht. Außerdem wurden alle 3D PREFUL Ventilationsparameter mit dem klinischen Standard, der 

Spirometrie, korreliert. 

Ergebnisse 

Die theoretische Betrachtung der konventionellen FV ergab die Notwendigkeit die Berechnung der 

Ventilation zu modifizieren: Dabei fließt das Signal aus dem Referenzvolumen in die quantifizierte 

Ventilation (RVent) mit ein. Obwohl eine starke Korrelation (Pearson Korrelationskoeffizient r > 0,93) 

zwischen allen Kombinationen von vollständig quantitativem RVent Parameter, FV Parameter und T2* 

korrigiertem RVent Parameter gefunden wurde, zeigte die regionale Bland-Altman-Analyse signifikante 

Unterschiede. Im Gegensatz zur T2* korrigiertem RVent zeigten die Parameter RVent und FV den zu 

erwartenden gravitationsbedingten physiologischen anterior-posterior Gradienten sowohl in Rückenlage 

als auch in Bauchlage. 

Die 3D PREFUL Ventilationsparameter zeigten eine signifikante Korrelation mit 2D PREFUL 

(Pearson-Korrelationskoeffizient r = 0,64-0,94). Im Vergleich zu 3D PREFUL mit niedriger Auflösung 

waren VDPCC, VDPRVent und RVent signifikant erhöht und die CC-Metrik hat sich für 3D PREFUL mit hoher 

Auflösung verringert. Unter Verwendung der Pearson-Korrelationsanalyse (r = 0,51-0,99) zwischen allen 
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Kombinationen mit unterschiedlichen Erfassungszeiten von 4, 8 und 12 Minuten wurde eine hohe positive 

lineare Beziehung aller 3D-PREFUL-Parameter beobachtet. 

In beiden Studienkohorten konnte eine mäßige bis gute Reproduzierbarkeit (Intraklassen-

Korrelationskoeffizient Bereich: 0,38-0,88) aller 3D-PREFUL Ventilationsparameter festgestellt werden. 

Eine gute Korrelation von CC, VDPRVent und VDPCC mit dem forcierten exspiratorischen Volumen in 1s 

(FEV1) und der FEV1 / forcierte Vitalkapazität (FVC) wurde gefunden (alle Pearson 

Korrelationskoeffizienten |r| > 0,58, alle P < 0,05). 

Schlussfolgerungen 

Diese Arbeit stellt neuartige Methoden zur vollständigen Quantifizierung der Lungenventilation in PREFUL 

Messungen und zur dynamischen Beurteilung der Lungenventilation mittels 3D PREFUL MRT vor. Der neu 

eingeführte Parameter Regional Ventilation berücksichtigt den Einfluss der Registrierung. Die 

erfolgreiche Reproduzierbarkeitsanalyse von 3D PREFUL Ventilationsparametern bei COPD Patienten 

und in einer gesunden Freiwilligenkohorte zeigt die potenziellen Vorteile der 3D Aufnahme im Vergleich 

zur 2D-Technik vor allem in Bezug auf die räumliche Auflösung und der Abbildung des gesamten 

Lungenvolumens. Diese Tatsache in Kombination mit der schnelleren Datenakquisition könnte bei 

klinischen Routineanwendungen von Vorteil sein. 
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2 ABSTRACT 
 

Filip Klimeš: 3D Dynamic functional lung ventilation magnetic resonance imaging  

Background 

Currently, the diagnosis and monitoring of patients with pulmonary disease are most commonly assessed 

using a pulmonary function test (PFT). Recently, several techniques have been developed to assess 

regional lung ventilation using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Among others, proton-based Fourier 

Decomposition (FD) MRI methods are known as patient-friendly methods to assess pulmonary ventilation 

and perfusion, which do not require any additional hardware or injection / inhalation of any contrast 

agent. Phase-resolved functional lung (PREFUL) MRI has been introduced as a FD based technique to 

assess regional ventilation and perfusion dynamics within the same 2D acquisition. Since the data is 

acquired during free breathing, the lung movement correction is an essential step in the FD methods. 

Therefore, the lung volumes are registered to a reference volume in a selected breathing state. However, 

to date there is no study that examines the influence of the selected reference volume on the measured 

ventilation and its effect on ventilation quantification. In addition, 2D techniques are intrinsically limited. 

The complex three-dimensional motion of the lung cannot be sufficiently captured and whole lung 

coverage leads to long-lasting scan times. Therefore, within the scope of this work, the influence of the 

reference volume is demonstrated in theoretical models and examined in healthy volunteers. Additionally, 

3D PREFUL ventilation MR imaging is developed and compared to conventional 2D PREFUL. Furthermore, 

the repeatability of 3D PREFUL ventilation MR imaging is investigated in healthy volunteers and patients 

with chronic pulmonary disease. 

Methods 

In order to investigate the influence of the reference volume used during the registration on quantitative 

ventilation parameters, a regional quantitative measurement (RVent) of pulmonary ventilation derived by 

PREFUL MRI is introduced and compared to conventional fractional ventilation (FV) in 12 healthy 

volunteers. In addition, the RVent parameter is extended regarding T2*correction and compared as well. 

The motivation for this additional correction is based on reducing the various physical properties that are 

affecting the achievable MR signal to proton density, which is most relevant for ventilation calculation. 

Furthermore, the physiological plausibility of all measurements regarding the expected gravitation effects 

was tested in supine and prone positions.  

To overcome the main limitations of 2D FD techniques, the feasibility of 3D PREFUL MRI is tested 

in healthy volunteers and patients with chronic pulmonary disease. For this purpose, a ‘Stack-of-Stars’ 

MR sequence, which offers the possibility of self-navigation, was adjusted. Using this sequence, the k-

space date can be sorted according to their respiratory phase before reconstruction, so that up to 65 
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respiratory phases can be reconstructed from a continuous data acquisition over a period of 12 minutes. 

Similarly to 2D PREFUL MRI, the breathing dynamics can be evaluated and no breath-hold is required. In 

addition to RVent, a dynamic ventilation parameter (cross-correlation (CC)) and ventilation defect maps, 

so called VDP (Ventilation Defect Percentage) maps can be determined by 2D and 3D PREFUL MRI. 

Therefore, static RVent, the dynamic ventilation parameter as well as the VDP maps were compared for 

systematic differences between 2D and 3D PREFUL MRI with different spatial resolutions. Also, all 3D 

PREFUL MRI ventilation parameters, including the heterogeneity of ventilation represented by ventilation-

time-to-peak (VTTPDev), were tested regarding the required temporal resolution. 

To analyze the repeatability of ventilation parameters derived by 3D PREFUL MRI, 53 healthy 

volunteers and 13 chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patients were enrolled. Further, all 

ventilation parameters derived by 3D PREFUL MRI were correlated to clinical standard of spirometry. 

Results 

The theoretical consideration of the conventional FV revealed the necessity to modify the calculation of 

the ventilation, so that the signal from the reference volume is considered in the quantified regional 

ventilation (RVent). Although, a strong correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient r > 0.93) was found 

between all combinations of fully quantitative RVent parameter, FV parameter and T2* corrected RVent 

parameter, the regional Bland-Altman analysis showed significant differences. Unlike T2* corrected 

RVent, RVent and FV parameters showed expected gravitation-related physiological anterior-posterior 

gradients in supine and prone position.  

3D PREFUL MRI derived ventilation parameters showed significant correlation to 2D PREFUL 

(Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.64-0.94). When compared to 3D PREFUL with low resolution, VDPCC, 

VDPRVent and RVent were significantly elevated and CC metric decreased for 3D PREFUL with high 

resolution. High positive linear relationship of all 3D PREFUL ventilation parameters were observed using 

the Pearson correlation analysis (r = 0.51-0.99) between all parameter combinations with different 

acquisition times of 4, 8 and 12 minutes. 

The repeatability analysis showed moderate to good repeatability of all 3D PREFUL MRI 

ventilation parameters in both study cohorts. A good correlation with forced expiratory volume in 1s (FEV1) 

and FEV1 / forced vital capacity (FVC) ratio was found for CC, VDPRVent and VDPCC (all Pearson correlation 

coefficients |r|> 0.58, all P < 0.05). 

Conclusion 

In summary, this thesis provides novel methods for full quantification of pulmonary ventilation in PREFUL 

measurements and for dynamic assessment of pulmonary ventilation using 3D PREFUL MRI acquisition. 

The newly introduced regional ventilation considers the influence of registration on ventilation 

quantification in PREFUL measurements. The successful repeatability analysis of 3D PREFUL ventilation 
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parameters in a COPD patients and healthy volunteers demonstrates the potential benefits of 3D 

ventilation assessment when compared to 2D techniques, especially with regard to spatial resolution and 

full lung volume coverage. This fact in combination with the faster data acquisition might be beneficial in 

clinical routine applications. 
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3 INTRODUCTION 
 

Respiratory diseases 

The lung is the most exposed internal organ to external environment, which makes it very vulnerable to 

infection and injury. According to the World Health Organization, lung diseases such as chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma or lung cancer, are leading causes of death and disability 

worldwide, and therefore pose an immense public health problem (1). Chronic pulmonary diseases are 

not curable. However, the treatment in various forms can generally slow disease progression, ease 

symptoms and improve the quality of life (2). Considering these reasons, the early identification of a 

pulmonary disease is an important factor to improve the outcome of patients (3).  

 

Routine clinical assessment of the lung structure and function 

A range of respiratory functions tests is used for diagnosis and treatment monitoring in clinical routine. 

Spirometry is the most common lung function test, which offers simple and fast global measurement of 

forced vital capacity (FVC) and forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1). Since spirometry can be 

undertaken with different equipment across different sites and depends on cooperation of patient with 

the examiner, the measurement variability is elevated (4). Furthermore, global spirometry measurement 

of air flow is nonspecific for regional lung disease. Thus, early detection of regional changes due to 

pulmonary disease using spirometry is limited (5). 

Chest radiography is a conventional radiological modality, which is used for initial diagnosis of 

several pulmonary diseases. Modern chest radiography equipment offers high image quality with 

relatively low dose. On the other hand, the sensitivity for small pulmonary disease or infiltrates is low (6). 

 Computed tomography (CT) is a widely available diagnostic modality and offers high resolution 

images of lung structure with acquisition time of seconds. Also, novel CT applications allow to generate 

functional maps of the lung (7,8). Despite continuous improvements of CT-based methods, the radiation 

exposure remains a significant drawback of CT. In addition, CT examination is usually executed with 

contrast medium and therefore is not feasible in patients with allergic predispositions or renal 

insufficiency.  

Nuclear medicine techniques are typically used for direct assessment of lung function (ventilation 

and perfusion) by application of suitable radioactive tracers into the blood or respiratory flow of the 

patient (9). Additionally to radiation exposure, the disadvantages of nuclear medicine techniques are low 

spatial resolution (limited sensitivity for minor changes) and long measurement times. 
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Pulmonary MRI and its role in assessment of the lung function 

In contrast to CT and nuclear medicine techniques, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers the patient 

examination without the usage of ionizing radiation. Important advantages of MRI are the possibility of 

repeated measurements and dynamic, time-resolved acquisitions of organ structure and function. 

However, imaging of the lung parenchyma with proton MRI is challenging for two main reasons. Firstly, 

since the lung consists mainly of air-filled spaces (around 70%), which does not contain 1H protons, only 

low MR signal is detectable. Secondly, significant magnetic susceptibility differences between air-filled 

spaces and parenchymal tissue induce strong magnetic field gradients within the lungs. This leads to a 

rapid signal decay, which is depicted by short transverse relaxation time (T2*) of lung parenchymal tissue 

(10). 

Considering both inherent limitations, initial efforts of measuring regional lung function 

concentrated on hyperpolarized gas MRI techniques (11–13). A process of hyperpolarization is used to 

increase the magnetization of noble gases, such as 3He and 129Xe, by approximately 5 orders. Further, 

hyperpolarisation also compensates the intrinsic low density of noble gases compared to tissue and 

provides sufficient signal for MR imaging. By measuring the gas distribution, high resolution ventilation 

images are derived (14). A further possible application of hyperpolarized gas is the measurement of the 

diffusion coefficient (15). Diffusion-weighted 129Xe imaging has been shown to examine airway and 

alveolar microstructure (16). A special feature of Xenon is its high solubility in blood and tissues. The 

chemical shift between the resonance frequencies of the dissolved and gaseous 129Xe makes a separate 

measurement of the gas phase and the dissolved phase possible (17). In general, a broad clinical 

application of hyperpolarized gas MRI techniques is opposed by the requirements on needed equipment 

(e.g hyperpolarizer, dedicated transmit / receive coils), high costs of noble gases and time consuming 

preparation of the gas. Since the magnetization generated during hyperpolarisation decays relatively 

quickly, the gas can be stored only for a short amount of time. This fact also hinders the usage of 

hyperpolarized gases in the clinical setting. 

In contrast to hyperpolarized gas MRI techniques, fluorine (19F) MRI does have some advantages: 

It does not have to be hyperpolarized, it is inexpensive and due to its physical properties (e.g. chemical 

inertness, gyromagnetic ratio, short T1 relaxation time) it is suitable for lung ventilation assessment (18). 

Since the fluorinated gases are nontoxic, a mixture with oxygen can be inhaled for multiple breaths, which 

provides the possibility to capture gas wash-in and wash-out dynamics (19). Despite recent developments 

regarding the sequence optimalization and reconstruction techniques (20), the main drawbacks of 

moderate SNR and limited spatial resolution still impede the usage of 19F ventilation imaging in clinical 

routine settings. Also, similarly to hyperpolarized gas MRI techniques, special equipment (transmit / 

receive coil) is required.  
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Non-contrast enhanced MRI techniques for the assessment of pulmonary ventilation 

The common feature of the above mentioned gas MRI techniques is the usage of contrast media which is 

administered to the patient by inhalation. In recent years, alternative imaging methods that do not require 

inhalation of contrast media came into focus. One of the most recent developments in the field of 

functional lung MRI is Fourier decomposition (FD) MRI (21–23). FD MRI is able to generate both 

ventilation- and perfusion-weighted information simultaneously from a single acquisition of a time-

resolved 2-D data set using a balanced steady-state free-precession (bSSFP) (24) or a spoiled gradient 

echo sequence (SPGR) (25). The data is acquired during tidal breathing. Therefore, no specific 

cooperation of the patient in form of breathing maneuvers is necessary. After data acquisition, FD post-

processing requires correction of respiratory motion. Therefore, each image is registered by non-rigid 

registration to one reference image. Further, the signal intensity of each voxel is periodically modulated 

by the respiration and pulsatile blood flow. Using a Fourier analysis, both signal components can be 

separated and ventilation- and perfusion-weighted images are obtained.  

Based on FD MRI, several techniques have been developed in order to improve robustness of the 

FD method. Matrix pencil decomposition (MP) was proposed for more accurate estimation of respiratory 

and cardiac amplitudes (26). To account for respiratory and cardiac frequency variations, a more general 

nonuniform Fourier transform was suggested, which resulted in increased SNR of ventilation and 

perfusion maps in healthy volunteers and patients with pulmonary disease (27). Group-oriented 

registration (GOREG) and low-pass imaging of dynamic acquisitions (LIDA) showed enhanced image 

quality of ventilation images (28). Borrowing the concepts from arterial-spin labelling (ASL) and sponge 

model (21), the quantification of lung perfusion (29) and ventilation (30) was introduced. Further, to 

acquire temporally resolved images of the ventilation and perfusion cycle, self-gated non-contrast-

enhanced functional lung imaging (SENCEFUL) was proposed as an alternative acquisition technique 

(31). This technique uses a short additional acquisition of direct current (DC) signal for self-gating of 

acquired images. Similarly, phase-resolved functional lung (PREFUL) imaging uses retrospective phase 

sorting of conventionally acquired images to generate dynamic ventilation and perfusion maps (32).  

In recent years, interest is directed towards validating FD MRI based methods to gold standards 

measurements, to assess the repeatability, to assess the sensitivity to pulmonary diseases and treatment, 

to demonstrate the applicability on higher magnetic field strengths and to establish 3D measurement. 

Briefly, FD MRI based methods have been validated to 1) SPECT/CT measurement in porcine lung 

(33); 2) dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MR imaging in cystic fibrosis (CF) patients (34) and in patients 

with diverse pulmonary diseases (35,36); 3) pulmonary function test in CF patients (37); 4) nitrogen 

multiple-breath washout derived lung clearance index (LCI) in CF patients (38,39); 5) hyperpolarized 3He 

ventilation imaging in asthma patients (40) and to hyperpolarized 129Xe ventilation imaging in COPD and 

CF patients (41); 6) dynamic fluorinated gas washout MRI in COPD patients (42). 
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Reproducibility and repeatability of static / dynamic ventilation and perfusion parameters in 

healthy volunteers and COPD patients were assessed in several studies (43–45).  

FD MRI derived ventilation parameters demonstrated the potential for detection of chronic lung 

allograft dysfunction (CLAD) in patients after lung transplantation (46). Similarly, parameters of 

ventilation dynamics derived by PREFUL MRI were sensitive for detection of early CLAD stages (47). 

Further, a double-blind, randomized, crossover study showed significantly improved blood flow and 

ventilation parameters of COPD patients after the treatment with indacaterol / glycopyrronium (48). 

Recently, perioperative perfusion changes in chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) 

patients were detected using PREFUL MRI (49). The demonstrated results showed the potential of FD MRI 

parameters in clinical settings. 

In the last years, further improvements (preferably on the MR sequence site) were done to 

overcome challenges of pulmonary MRI at higher fields. It has been shown, that the usage of SPGR 

sequences is advantageous at 3T systems (28,50) compared to conventional bSSFP sequence due to 

increased banding artifacts at 3T. 

Since the acquisition time to cover the whole lung takes about 10 to 15 minutes and 2D FD MRI 

acquisitions suffer from through plane motion, several approaches were used to introduce a 3D 

acquisition. First promising results of static ventilation images were shown using different sequence 

approaches: 1) 3D stack-of-stars SPGR (51); 2) 3D (ultrashort echo time) UTE imaging (52) and 3) 3D 

bSSFP (53).  

 

Thesis motivation and goals 

2D FD MRI methods have proven a good repeatability, sensitivity for treatment / detection of disease and 

showed good correspondence to clinical standards such as hyperpolarized 129Xe and 19F ventilation 

imaging. The patient-friendly acquisition and no additional equipment requirements propose FD MRI 

technology as a suitable candidate for a clinical translation. 

 Ventilation in FD MRI is usually semi-quantified by fractional ventilation (FV) (21,30) or specific 

ventilation (SV) (54). Both parameters are calculated as the ratio between the tidal volume and the 

expiratory / inspiratory volume. In FD post-processing a registration of all acquired images towards a fixed 

reference volume is necessary. To reduce the amount of required registration deformation, typically, an 

image in the middle of the respiratory cycle is chosen as the reference volume (23,28). However, the 

influence of the chosen reference volume on the quantitative ventilation measurement was not assessed 

before. Also, T2* relaxation time is not equally distributed within the lung parenchyma (55–57) and 

changes with the respiratory state (58,59). Therefore, additional correction of measured MR signal might 

be required for an accurate quantitative ventilation measurement. Thus, the first goal of the thesis was to 

introduce a regional quantitative (RVent) measurement of pulmonary ventilation, which accounts for the 

choice of the reference volume during the registration step in FD MRI. The proposed measurement was 
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compared to conventional FV measurement and T2* corrected RVent measurement. Finally, all ventilation 

parameters were tested for their physiological plausibility using the gravitation-related gradient effect 

(60–62) and repeatability in 12 healthy volunteers. 

 As discussed before, the main limitations of 2D FD MRI techniques are time-consuming 

acquisition of the whole lung and through-plane motion. Therefore, 3D self-navigated approaches 

(51,63), which enable the sorting of individual k-space trajectories depending on the respiratory phase, 

were developed to facilitate the full lung coverage and assessment of static lung ventilation. Adapting the 

concepts from spirometry, flow-volume loop (FVL) based assessment of ventilation dynamics using 2D 

PREFUL MRI was proposed (32,64). FVL based evaluation of ventilation dynamics was found to be 

sensitive for detection of CLAD in patients after lung transplantation (47). Using a similar concept, the 

first results of 3D MRI-based spirometry were shown in a single healthy volunteer (65). Therefore, the next 

goal of this thesis was to demonstrate the feasibility of 3D FVL analysis using PREFUL ventilation 

measurement and compare the novel 3D PREFUL measurement to 2D PREFUL in patients with chronic 

pulmonary diseases (asthma, CF and COPD) and healthy volunteers. Secondly, 3D PREFUL measurement 

was examined regarding the required acquisition duration to provide stable 3D measurement of lung 

ventilation. 

  Clinical applications for diagnostic purposes or treatment monitoring of 3D techniques require 

assessment of their repeatability and validation to clinically established techniques. Thus, the final goals 

of this thesis were to 1) examine the repeatability of 3D PREFUL MRI-derived pulmonary ventilation 

parameters in 13 patients with COPD and 53 healthy volunteers; and to 2) investigate the relation of 3D 

PREFUL MRI ventilation parameters to clinically established pulmonary functional test. 
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1 | INTRODUCTION

MR Fourier decomposition (FD) imaging1 is a 2D imaging technique that assesses regional lung ventilation and perfusion in free breathing without

the need for ionizing radiation or inhalation of gas tracers such as hyperpolarized 3He or 129Xe.2,3 Repeated application is therefore feasible and

makes this technique promising for treatment monitoring as well as research on the pathophysiology of a variety of lung diseases. While gas MRI

techniques (such as hyperpolarized 129Xe or 19F) directly depict the gas distribution typically during breath‐hold, FD MRI uses regional lung motion

during normal tidal breathing to calculate regional ventilation. Also, several studies show promising data derived from FD for diseases such as

asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, cystic fibrosis or chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension, which positions FD as a valu-

able candidate for clinical translation in the near future.4-14

Beyond perfusion and ventilation weighted imaging, FD also enables quantification of lung perfusion and ventilation.12,15 Various definitions of

ventilation are used in order to quantify lung ventilation. Fractional ventilation (FV)5,16 and specific ventilation (SV),17,18 commonly used in FD

imaging and several other methods to semi‐quantify lung ventilation, are defined as the ratio between the tidal volume and the

inspiratory/expiratory lung volume. Phase‐resolved functional lung (PREFUL) imaging has recently been introduced as a further development of

FD including improved post‐processing and dynamic quantitative information on the whole breathing cycle.9

A fully quantitative alveolar ventilation (AV) MRI measurement was introduced by Henderson et al19 by combination of oxygen‐enhanced MRI

during breath‐holds at functional residual capacity (FRC) using inhaled 100% oxygen as a means of SV imaging and a separate proton density mea-

surement. No comparable method is available for FD at the moment.

For a time‐series analysis, FD post‐processing requires registration of the dynamic data including images of different lung volumes to one ref-

erence image. Commonly, an image in the middle position between end‐expiration and end‐inspiration is chosen as the reference image, to min-

imize the required displacement correction. However, to date, the consequences of the choice of the reference lung volume for image registration

on quantitative FD ventilation imaging are unknown.

Since lung density varies with lung volume, and assuming that MR signal is proportional to the proton density of the tissue in the tidal breath-

ing regime,16,20 dynamic imaging during free breathing at tidal volume provides information on regional lung ventilation. However, since the T2*

relaxation time is not uniformly distributed in the lung21-25 and varies considerably with lung volume,22,23 an accurate quantitative ventilation

measurement might require additional correction of the MR signal to meet the requirement for the assumed relationship between MR signal

and tissue density.

The purpose of this study is to introduce a proton‐MRI‐based regional quantitative measurement of pulmonary ventilation, denoted as VR, in

free breathing at room air without any inhaled oxygen or hyperpolarized gas derived by PREFUL, which accounts for the choice of the reference

image during the registration step. Besides a repeatability assessment, the influence of T2* on ventilation quantification is assessed and the plau-

sibility of the results is tested in healthy volunteers by comparison of the distribution of regional ventilation in the anterior–posterior direction in

supine and prone acquisitions.

2 | THEORY

2.1 | Definitions of ventilation parameters

There are various definitions of ventilation depending on the reference volume VRef:

ventilation ¼
VInsp − VExp

VRef
: (1)

The volume (V) in Equation (1) may be substituted with mass (m) and density (ρ) which results in

ventilation ¼

mInsp

ρInsp
−

mExp

ρExp
mRef

ρRef

: (2)

Assuming tissue mass to be constant during respiration, ventilation reduces to26,27

ventilation ¼
ρRef

ρInsp
−

ρRef

ρExp
: (3)

Assuming that every voxel contains air and tissue (ie water molecules), the lung density ρ = SLung/SPha may be estimated from the ratio of the MR

signal in the lung SLung and the signal of a dedicated phantom SPha, which represents a purely water filled voxel.19
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Alternatively, assuming the MR signal (S) is proportional to density (ρ), ventilation can be determined from the MR signal as

ventilation ¼
SRef

SInsp
−

SRef

SExp
¼

SRef SExp − SInspð Þ

SInspSExp
: (4)

Since the assessment of ventilation using PREFUL involves image registration of inspiratory and expiratory lung volumes to an intermediate lung

volume, there are three intuitive choices of VRef to determine ventilation: VInsp, VExp and the intermediate volume VMid. Correspondingly, ventila-

tion may be determined by FV,

FV ¼
VInsp − VExp

VInsp
¼

SExp − SInsp

SExp
; (5)

which is commonly used in FD‐MRI,5,7,9,14,16,28-30 by SV,

SV ¼
VInsp − VExp

VExp
¼

SExp − SInsp

SInsp
; (6)

which is primarily used in lung imaging techniques using exogenous contrast agents, eg hyperpolarized 3He imaging31,32 or oxygen‐enhanced

imaging,18,19,33 or by the newly introduced regional ventilation (VR),

VR ¼
VInsp − VExp

VMid
¼

SMid

SInsp
−

SMid

SExp
: (7)

Minute ventilation (ΔVVR) in units of mL/min/mL, which determines the ventilated air volume per voxel volume and per unit time, can be

calculated by taking the respiratory frequency into account5,19,29:

∆VVR xð Þ ¼ VR xð Þf: (8)

2.2 | Influence of image registration on ventilation quantification

The sum of regional ventilation over the total lung multiplied by the voxel size depicts the total exchange of air between the end‐inspiration

and end‐expiration correctly. In FD and PREFUL the images of different lung volumes must be registered to one reference image, which can

be chosen arbitrarily. Since ventilation of the total lung depends on the chosen reference image, regional ventilation must also depend on it.

How to define regional ventilation depending on the chosen reference volume VRef is illustrated in the following lung model (see Figure 1 and

Supporting Figure 1).

1. The lung is depicted by a collection of voxels with the dimension of one volumetric unit (VU).

2. The number of voxels changes depending on lung volume with minimal number of voxels in end‐expiration and maximal number in end‐

inspiration.

3. Each voxel is characterized by its voxel origin in expiration and number of contained protons.

4. Assuming a voxel of pure water molecules has a reference signal SPha, the relative amount of air in a lung voxel with signal S can be calculated

according to SAir = 1 − S/SPha.

5. The number of protons is constant for all lung volumes in the whole lung and each voxel group with the same voxel origin.

6. The registration can track the volumetric change and hence voxel origin without any error.

7. The registration aligns corresponding voxels of a certain lung volume to another (reference) by preserving the proton signal.

For the expiratory (Exp), inspiratory (Insp) and intermediate (Mid) lung volume before registration the volumetric proton percentages (STis)
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and corresponding volumetric air percentages (SAir) are found.

Voxels of identical color originate from the same voxel in expiration. The amount of ventilated air between Insp and Exp for the voxel groups with

the same voxel origin is, eg,

∆VAir redð Þ ¼ 90% × 4ð Þ − 60% ¼ 300%:

This is expected, since the red voxel group expanded by 3 VU. Considering a registration to Mid, this increase of 300% needs to be divided

between three voxels. Hence the following result is obtained:

This result (ΔVAir) was obtained by tracking the respective air proportion for each origin group and therefore avoided the calculation in the

registered image space. While possible in this example, the computation in the registered image space is more practical and is evaluated for

the defined ventilation measurements in the following.

The proton density after image registration of Exp and Insp to the intermediate lung volume will be

FIGURE 1 Example of registration towards expiration (A) and inspiration (B) using a lung model. Proton numbers are given so that the resulting
sum of proton numbers within each respiratory state is maintained. The colors relate the expansion/deflation to the respective VUs. Perfect
registration was assumed. Note that SV delivers correct global and regional volume results when registering towards expiration and FV delivers
correct results when registering towards inspiration
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Using the previous definitions of VR (Equation (7)), FV (Equation (5)) and SV (Equation (6)) the following results are obtained:

The comparison with the true regional ventilation (ΔVAir) shows that only VR gives the correct values. In fact, VR provides correct volume

measurement independent of the registration. For the case of Ref = Insp VR is identical to FV, and for the case Ref = Exp VR is identical to SV (see

Figure 1); ie, SV and FV correctly reflect regional ventilation for certain cases. See Supporting Figure 1 for a complete overview of these model

calculations. Further explanation and proof of correct ventilation quantification using VR is included in the Supporting Information.

3 | METHODS

3.1 | Subject demographics

The local ethics committee approved this study. Twelve healthy volunteers (six females, six males; median age 29 years; range 25–63 years; median

height 174 cm; median weight 75 kg; median BMI 24 kg/m2) participated in this study. The inclusion criteria for healthy volunteers were nonsmoker,

no previous history of chronic pulmonary or cardiac disease and no pulmonary event within the last 4 weeks. Any contraindication to MRI was

considered as an exclusion criterion. Written informed consent was obtained from each healthy volunteer prior to the MR examination.

3.2 | Data collection (protocol overview)

All 12 healthy subjects were positioned in the MR scanner in both the supine and prone positions. While the first six subjects started the MR

examination in the supine position, the other half of the healthy study group started in the prone position.

The study was performed on a 1.5 T scanner (Magnetom Avanto, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The imaging protocol started with a

localizer in free breathing and subsequent coronal and transverse 3Dvolumetric interpolated breath‐hold examination (VIBE) sequences for precise slice

arrangement. Healthy volunteers were instructed to perform breath‐hold in inspiration for both VIBE measurements, which were separated by a pause

of 147 ± 37 s. These first sequences took approximately 7–10 min and were followed by free‐breathing PREFUL imaging for 3 min. For PREFUL MRI,

750 images from a single sagittal slice in the right lung were acquired in free breathing using a triple‐echo spoiled gradient echo sequence with the

following parameters: field of view 50 × 50 cm2, matrix size 128 × 128, slice thickness 15 mm, TE1 = 0.82 ms, TE2 = 1.7 ms, TE3 = 2.58 ms, repetition

time 3.92 ms, flip angle 5°, pixel bandwidth 1500 Hz/pixel, generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA) with acceleration factor

R = 2 and temporal resolution 298 ms (three images with different echo times were collected within this period). Intensity correction of the applied

surface receive coils was achieved by obtaining the receiver sensitivity profiles of the surface and the body coil prior to PREFUL imaging individually

for each healthy volunteer. All images were interpolated to the final resolution of 256 × 256 pixels by zero filling of k‐space prior to reconstruction.

To assess the repeatability of ventilation quantification the same measurement was repeated once directly after the first measurement in healthy

volunteers. The sagittal slice was positioned at the apex and the center of the right diaphragm (see Figure 2).

3.3 | Image registration

All images were sorted into three datasets according to their echo time (TE). The breathing motion was compensated by registration of all collected

images to the intermediate respiratory image by means of Advanced Normalization Tools34 using the group‐oriented registration (GOREG)30

scheme, which includes intragroup and intergroup registration. In the GOREG scheme all images are first assigned into one of 10 respiratory

states, and during the intragroup registration step all images of one respiratory state are registered to the reference image of the corresponding

respiratory group. The registered images in the groups are then averaged to obtain one image with improved signal‐to‐noise ratio for each respi-

ratory state. In the intergroup registration the averaged images are registered step by step towards the intermediate respiratory state. Finally, the

original images are registered to the intermediate respiratory state using the obtained deformation fields.

3.4 | T2* correction

To obtain MR signal values that are independent of the regional T2* decay, the following procedure was performed.
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1. The first 20 images of every dataset were excluded to ensure the steady state condition of spoiled gradient echo imaging.

2. Based on the averaged signal amplitude of a region of interest (ROI) positioned at the lung‐diaphragm, images were sorted according to their

respiratory phase using the PREFUL9 method. Extreme outliers of respiration, ie inspiration data below the 10th and expiration data above the

95th percentile, were excluded.

3. For better reproducibility, the respiratory courses of first and second scans were compared. Images from the scan with increased tidal volume

that were beyond the end‐inspiratory and end‐expiratory lung volume of the scan with the lower tidal volume were excluded.

4. Images were interpolated on a regular time grid with 60 time points.

5. To obtain reliable T2* maps, the respiratory cycle was subdivided into three phases (expiration, middle and inspiration; see Figure 2).

6. The images of each respiratory group were averaged and smoothed (Gaussian filter: size of kernel = 9, standard deviation σ = 2).

7. A mono‐exponential fit was applied to the averaged and smoothed intensity signal S of three echoes:

8. T2* corrected images were calculated by extrapolating the signal at zero echo time using the regional T2* values of the three respiratory phases

(defined above) for all images belonging to the corresponding respiratory group

S ¼ S0 * e
−

TE
T2*
: (14)

3.5 | Definition of regional ventilation with T2* correction (VRT2*)

Using the T2* corrected images, maps of regional ventilation VRT2* were determined according to Equation (7) using the proton density weighted

signals. A minute ventilation with T2* correction ΔVVRT2* in units of mL/min/mL was calculated analogously to Equation (8):

∆VVRT2* xð Þ ¼ VRT2* xð Þ* f: (15)

3.6 | Data analysis—Statistical analysis

For further analysis, the lung parenchyma with exclusion of large vessels was segmented by manual thresholding. Whole slice minute ventilation

was defined as a sum of ΔVFV, ΔVVR and ΔVVRT2* values inside segmented lung parenchyma (whole ROI). Image analysis was separated into the

following parts.

FIGURE 2 Overview of post‐processing. Images acquired in free breathing are sorted according to their TE and a full respiratory cycle of co‐
registered images is reconstructed using a model‐based sorting algorithm. FV, VR, T2* corrected VR and the corresponding minute ventilation
(ΔV) are calculated
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1. The repeatability of whole slice lung ventilation parameters (ΔVFV, ΔVVR and ΔVVRT2*) between the first and the second measurement was ana-

lyzed using the coefficient of variation (CV), Bland–Altman plot and Wilcoxon signed rank test. Subsequently Bland–Altman plots and

Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used for the reproducibility analysis in three lung parenchyma sub‐regions (anterior—A, middle—M and pos-

terior—P). The significance level for all tests was chosen to be 0.05.

2. Slice minute ventilation, as calculated with ΔVFV, ΔVVR and ΔVVRT2*, were compared using Bland–Altman plots and Pearson correlation coef-

ficients (r). To test for systematic differences of the methods a Wilcoxon signed rank test was used.

3. Subsequently, the same analysis was conducted for the comparison on a voxel by voxel basis in the whole ROI and in three lung parenchyma

sub‐regions (anterior—A, middle—M and posterior—P) separately.

4. Vertical gradients of lung ventilation in the anterior–posterior direction were analyzed by dividing the data into 1 cm thick (~5 voxels) slices in

the direction of gravitation. To account for different lung sizes, ROIs of all volunteers were normalized to the same extension in the anterior–

posterior direction. Zero height was assigned to the anterior lung parenchyma. The relationship between ventilation values and height in the

anterior–posterior direction was evaluated using a linear model. The last two anterior and posterior data points were not included in the fitting

procedure to exclude present hypoventilation in lower lung regions.

Due to the good agreement of the first and second measurements, only the results from the first measurement are shown in the figures (Figure 5,

later, and Supporting Figures 2 and 3) of the global and regional analysis (second and third parts of image analysis). All data processing was con-

ducted offline using self‐developed MATLAB R2017a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, United States) scripts.

4 | RESULTS

All 12 healthy volunteers successfully completed the study protocol. The total duration of the examination was approximately 30 min. T2* relax-

ation times were significantly different between expiration and inspiration for both positions, except for the whole lung and middle ROI compar-

isons in the prone position (see Supporting Table S1).

4.1 | Repeatability

Whole slice ΔVFV/ΔVVR measurement showed a CV of 19.1%/20.0% for the supine and 10.9%/11.9% for the prone position. Similarly, the CV for

whole slice ΔVVRT2* measurement was 21.8% for the supine and 13.6% for the prone position. No significant differences were found between the

first and second measurements of ΔVVR for the whole slice comparison (Figure 3). A trend toward more pronounced differences between repeated

measurements in the dependent lung regions for both positions was found (Figure 4), although the differences were not significant.

4.2 | Whole slice differences

The mean slice minute ventilation of ΔVFV, ΔVVR and ΔVVRT2* for all volunteers and both measurements ranged from 616 mL/min to 688 mL/min

in the supine position and from 719 mL/min to 811 mL/min in the prone position. Comparing ΔVFV and ΔVVR (Figure 5A and 5B), significantly

FIGURE 3 Bland–Altman analysis between first (ΔVVR1) and second (ΔVVR2) measurements for supine (A) and prone (B) positions for whole slice
comparison. P‐values are derived by Wilcoxon signed rank test
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FIGURE 4 Bland–Altman analysis between first (ΔVVR1) and second (ΔVVR2) measurements within the anterior (first column), middle (second
column) and posterior (third column) parts of the lung parenchyma ROI for supine (first row) and prone (second row) positions. P‐values are
derived by Wilcoxon signed rank test

FIGURE 5 Bland–Altman analysis of the whole slice comparison between ΔVFV and ΔVVR (A, B) and between ΔVVR and ΔVVRT2* (C, D). First
column, supine position comparison; second column, prone position comparison. P‐values and r‐values are derived by Wilcoxon signed rank
test and correlation test, respectively
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higher values of ΔVVR were found in the prone position (p < 0.005 for both measurements). ΔVVR values (Figure 5C and 5D) were significantly

higher than ΔVVRT2* values except for the second measurement in the prone position.

4.3 | Regional differences

The ventilation values of all methods were not significantly different between the supine and prone positions, except for ΔVVR and ΔVVRT2* of the

first measurement (p = 0.03 and p = 0.01, respectively).

The Bland–Altman analysis (Supporting Figure 2A and 2B) showed systematic differences regionally between ΔVFV and ΔVVR (p < 0.0001) for

both positions with increasing differences towards higher ventilation values. Moreover, Bland–Altman plots (see Supporting Figures 2C and 2D,

3A‐F) revealed that ΔVVR is increased (p < 0.0001) compared with ΔVVRT2*, and its mean differences are most pronounced in the dependent

regions, where the blood volume is increased due to gravitation.

4.4 | Gravitation dependent distribution of ventilation techniques

Figure 6 displays the distribution of ΔVFV, ΔVVR and ΔVVRT2* as a function of lung height in the anterior–posterior direction. ΔVFV and ΔVVR values

decreased with lung height (Figure 6A‐D) for both positions. ΔVVRT2* showed fairly homogenous ventilation values across the anterior–posterior

FIGURE 6 Averaged gravitational profiles of ΔVFV (A, B), ΔVVR (C, D) and ΔVVRT2* (E, F) maps for all healthy volunteers in the supine and prone
positions. Values in the graphs are means ± standard deviations
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direction (Figure 6E and 6F). The slopes of ventilation gradients are displayed in the legends of Figure 6. In the second measurement the slopes

were similar for the prone position. For the supine position, ventilation values in posterior regions were lower than in anterior regions, resulting in

negative (ΔVVRT2*) or less pronounced ventilation gradients (ΔVFV, ΔVVR).

Hypoventilation was observed in dependent lung regions favorably in the supine position and worsening during the second measurement

(Figure 7). There was no significant difference between mean examination times for measurements in the supine and prone positions (p = 0.38;

2 min 50 s (interquartile range 22 s) in the supine and 2 min and 47 s (interquartile range 11 s) in the prone position).

5 | DISCUSSION

The feasibility of a novel proton‐MRI‐based free‐breathing method, which does not require inhalation of oxygen or hyperpolarized gas, for abso-

lute ventilation quantification in healthy volunteers was demonstrated.

5.1 | Feasibility of VR; comparison with conventional FV and T2* corrected VR

Using a theoretical lung model, the problem of incorrect volume change due to image registration in FD‐MRI was demonstrated and solved by

introducing VR. Global 2D slice minute ventilation of FV, VR and VRT2* in the supine position is in concordance with previously reported results

derived with FV parameter.5 The comparison between ΔVFV and ΔVVR showed significant differences on global and regional scales. Considering

FIGURE 7 Exemplary morphological images (A) with ΔVFV (B), ΔVVR (C) and ΔVVRT2* (D) maps for a healthy volunteer (29 years old) of two
successive measurements in the supine and prone positions
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that the regional correction factor (SRef/SInsp) to obtain ΔVVR from ΔVFV ranges from 0.50 to 3.01, this correction to ΔVFV values is substantial and

cannot be neglected. The correction factor of ΔVVR calculation is also dependent on the magnitude of regional ventilation. Higher ventilation

values lead to higher correction factors of ΔVVR. By definition, the sum of ΔVVR over the total lung volume reveals the tidal slice volume per min-

ute independent of the reference image chosen for registration. Consequently, ΔVVR ventilation maps of different reference images result in dif-

ferent absolute values of regional ventilation and also of its mean. Therefore, a comparison of regional lung ventilation is only reasonable for

similar lung volumes, eg using registration to the expiratory respiratory state, which is the most reproducible lung volume. Mean ΔVVR was signif-

icantly increased compared with mean ΔVVRT2* in the supine and the first prone position measurement. The regional difference between ΔVVR and

ΔVVRT2* decreased with lung height. This might be explained by the blood volume distribution due to gravitation, which in turn leads to increased

T2* in the dependent lung regions.35-37 T2* values reported in Supporting Table S1 are in very close agreement with previously published

results.22,23,38

The mean VR values averaged over the whole slice are in concordance with the AV values reported in a previous study.19 The small discrep-

ancy is likely associated with different breathing maneuvers: presented VR was measured in tidal volume free breathing at rest compared with

the AV values measured at FRC with several repeated short 9 s breath‐holds for combined oxygen‐enhanced and proton density imaging using

an oro‐nasal mask.19 Another limitation of the presented approach is the low spatial resolution. Due to the large voxel size, macrovascular

mixing of tissue and air in many lung voxels may occur. Therefore the assumption of constant mass in the supine and prone positions might

not be accurate.

5.2 | Anterior–posterior gradient of ventilation

ΔVFV and ΔVVR showed a gravitational gradient of increasing ventilation with decreasing lung height. The anterior–posterior gradient was reversed

in the prone position. ΔVVR showed steeper gradients than ΔVFV. The ventilation gradient of ΔVVR in the prone position (slope of −0.057 mL/min/

mL/cm) is slightly higher than in a previous MRI study19 (slope of −0.04 mL/min/mL/cm) and the gradient in the supine position (slope of

0.049 mL/min/mL/cm) was not as prominent19 (slope of 0.17 mL/min/mL/cm). On the other hand, very similar results for ventilation gradients

in the supine position have been seen in single‐photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET) stud-

ies39,40: slopes of 0.052 normalized ventilation/cm and 0.045 specific AV/cm, respectively.

No gravity dependent gradient was seen for ΔVVRT2* measurement. Discrepancies in the anterior–posterior direction between ΔVVR and

ΔVVRT2* may be attributed first to significant differences in regional T2* relaxation times between respiratory states and second to imperfections

of T2* correction. In order to support this finding, mean T2* relaxation times of whole, anterior, middle and posterior ROIs were computed (see

Supporting Table S1) for expiration and inspiration images in free breathing for the supine and prone positions. A Wilcoxon signed rank test

was used to test the differences between expiratory and inspiratory images for all healthy volunteers. Significant differences were found in the

supine position for all ROIs and in the prone position only for anterior and posterior ROIs. This finding suggests that difference in blood volume

distributions during respiration is most pronounced in supine posture. Since only a single compartment model has been used for calculation of the

T2* relaxation time (the blood compartment was neglected), the measured T2* relaxation time might be affected, making the T2* measurement

inaccurate. Due to several lung tissue properties such as large susceptibility differences at the air/tissue interface, lung tissue has a very short

T2* relaxation time. Recently, it was shown that large susceptibility differences in the lungs lead to broader frequency distributions compared with

other organs and that the conventional assumption of mono‐exponential signal decay with echo time might not be precise enough.41 Therefore, an

accurate measurement of T2* relaxation time remains challenging, and may be solved by using ultrashort echo time (UTE) imaging with radial k‐

space sampling24 in future studies.

Gravitational effects are known to cause closure of airways, which may lead to hypoventilation and in some cases into formation of atelecta-

sis.42,43 Similarly to oxygen‐enhanced proton MRI study,18 the hypoventilation was observed in the most dependent lung regions favorably in the

supine position and further increased during the second measurement. Hypoventilated regions seemed to be reduced in the prone position

(Figure 7). As discussed in previous publications,44,45 one would assume that the amount of tissue subjected to hypoventilation/atelectasis is

the same in the supine and prone positions. However, Tobin and Kelly46 reported that there are different amounts of compression of the depen-

dent lung regions by the mediastinum and heart in the prone versus the supine position, which leads to less pronounced hypoventilation in depen-

dent parts of lungs in the prone position.

Moreover, it has been previously shown that older subjects in particular are more likely affected by hypoventilation in the dependent lung

regions during prolonged tidal breathing in the supine position.47 Accordingly, in the presented study, the slope of the VR gradient is less steep

at the second measurement in both positions due to increased hypoventilation compared with the first measurement, which is supported by

the trend of more pronounced differences between the two measurements in the gravitationally dependent lung regions preferably in the supine

position measurement. The more stable gradient of the prone position is associated with an improved ventilation (oxygenation) in the prone posi-

tion,45,46 which is in concordance with the fact that the prone position is commonly used in intensive care unit in patients with respiratory

failure.44,48
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5.3 | Repeatability

The repeatability of global measurements is moderate and the reported global repeatability results of FV are slightly lower than previously

reported.11,28 The repeatability of ΔVFV and ΔVVR was higher in comparison with ΔVVRT2*. This might be associated with the inaccurate T2* and

proton density corrections leading to a lower repeatability of ΔVVRT2*.

Some general factors influence the repeatability of all presented ventilation measurements. First, respiration, ie tidal volume and respiratory

frequency, may vary within and between MR examinations,11,28 and therefore may reduce the repeatability of lung ventilation assessment. As

seen before,30 the quality and repeatability of ventilation weighted images may even suffer from irregular breathing patterns. Moreover, repeat-

ability measurement might be affected by registration errors and through plane motion. In the dependent lung regions lung ventilation seemed to

decrease during examination time in the supine position compared with the more stable prone position. This likely explains the decreased repeat-

ability of all ventilation measures in the supine position compared with the prone position.

5.4 | Clinical translation and possible application on 3T system

VR may be used in clinical routine as a reliable marker of regional ventilation. However, care has to be taken to keep the echo time constant when

using VR for longitudinal measurements, because without T2* correction the VR measurement is likely affected by the echo time due to increasing

influence from the blood pool signal with increasing echo times.49 In addition, it is well known that T2* relaxation time decreases with increasing

field strength24; therefore, the same field strengths are required when comparing pulmonary ventilation using VR in longitudinal studies. Despite

further improvements of FD derived methods, current usage on 3T systems is still limited. Recent studies using sequences with similar acquisition

parameters to the proposed triple‐echo sequence showed that it is feasible to derive ventilation weighted images with sufficient quality even on

3T systems.30,50 However, in order to overcome challenges of pulmonary MRI at higher fields, it would be advantageous to implement UTE

sequences with compressed sensing algorithms to preserve current temporal resolution.

In summary, the feasibility of VR as a novel free‐breathing proton MRI parameter for absolute ventilation quantification in healthy volunteers

was demonstrated. The substantial differences between FV and VR show the need for volume correction during the registration step for regional

quantification of pulmonary ventilation using PREFUL‐MRI.
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Supporting Information 

Regional ventilation quantification 

In order to validate the introduced theory in the methods section, regional ventilation 

of the VR technique integrated over the lung volume of the reference must be equal to 

the volume differences (VInsp-VExp). For simplicity V is defined as n * VVoxel, where n 

represents the voxel amount and VVoxel is voxel volume and is assigned to 1. Therefore, 

the ventilated volume is: 

 ∆" = $!"#$ − $%&$. [16] 

Using Eq. 4 of VR for registered inspiration (SInspReg) and expiration (SExpReg) to the 

reference state (SRef), ventilation using the signal height provides:  

 ' ( )'()(+))!"#$'(*(+) −
)'()(+))%&$'(*(+)-

"!"#

+,-

= ' )'()(+))!"#$'(*(+)
"!"#

+,-

− ' )'()(+))%&$'(*(+) .
"!"#

+,-

 [17] 

Assuming that tissue mass remains unchanged during respiration, the sum of the 

signal over the total compartment is identical for the unregistered lung volumes Insp, 

Exp and Ref. During the registration, the voxels of Insp and Exp are aligned to the 

corresponding voxels of Ref. The lung is split in ncomp compartments (marked with 

same color in Fig.2 and Supporting Fig. 1) with nInsp(i) and nExp(i) voxels in Insp and 

Exp. After registration, the signal height of Insp and Exp remains unchanged, whereas 

the amount of voxels is nRef(i) for both lung volumes. Therefore, comparing the signal 

of the j-th element of the registered Exp and Insp of the i-th compartment with the 

signal of the same element of the same compartment of the reference volume, the 

following equation is valid:  

 

)!"#$'(*(+, /) = )'()(+, /) ∗ $'()(+)$!"#$(+) 

)%&$'(*(+, /) = )'()(+, /) ∗ $'()(+)$%&$(+). 
[18] 

Therefore, Eq. 17 transforms to:  

 "1 = ' ' )'()(+, /))'()(+, /) ∗
$!"#$(+)$'()(+)

"!"#(+)

0,-

"$%&'

+,-

− ' ' )'()(+, /))'()(+, /) ∗
$%&$(+)$'()(+)

"!"#(+)

0,-

.
"$%&'

+,-

 [19] 

Applying the inner sum leads to: 

 "1 = ' $'()(+) ∗ $!"#$(+)$'()(+)
"$%&'

+,-

− ' $'()(+) ∗ $%&$(+)$'()(+)
"$%&'

+,-

. [20] 

Further simplification of Eq.20 provides the correct volume of ventilation (Eq. 16):  
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 "1 = $!"#$ − $%&$. [21] 
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Supporting Table 2: VIBE sequence parameters. 

Parameter VIBE1 VIBE2 

TR/TE 3/1.04 ms 3.23/1.16 ms 

Flip Angle 5° 5° 

Bandwidth 560 Hz/pixel 500 Hz/pixel 

Acquisition plane coronal transversal 

Field of view (FoV) 50x50x(20.8-32) cm3 33.7x45x(28.8-38.4) cm3 

Matrix 256x230x(26-40) 192x256x(36-48) 

Phase percent 90 % 100 % 

Resolution 0.98x0.98x4 mm 0.88x0.88x4 mm 

Acquisition Time 14.5-23.2 s 17.7-23.6 s 
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Supporting Table 3: Short summary of correct regional ventilation measurement in 

dependency on chosen reference image. Note that using VR method arbitrary 

reference volume may be chosen. A check mark (✓) represents correct ventilation 

measurement and x mark (✕) indicates false ventilation measurement. 

 

Method/Registration towards Expiration Inspiration Middle respiratory state 

Fractional Ventilation (FV) ✕ ✓ ✕ 

Specific Ventilation (SV) ✓ ✕ ✕ 

Regional Ventilation (VR) ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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4.2 3D phase-resolved functional lung ventilation MR imaging in healthy volunteers 

and patients with chronic pulmonary disease 

 

 

Advances of knowledge 

• 3D PREFUL ventilation MRI depicts the whole lung volume and complex lung ventilation 

dynamics. 

• 3D PREFUL has superior spatial resolution to 2D techniques and possesses likely more 

sensitivity to small regional ventilation changes, which is beneficial for early detection and 

improved monitoring of patients with chronic lung disease. 
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Purpose: To test the feasibility of 3D  phase-resolved functional lung 

(PREFUL) MRI in healthy volunteers and patients with chronic pulmonary disease, 

to compare 3D to 2D PREFUL, and to investigate the required temporal resolution to 

obtain stable 3D PREFUL measurement.

Methods: Sixteen participants underwent MRI  using 2D and 3D PREFUL. 

Retrospectively, the spatial resolution  of 3D PREFUL (4 × 4 × 4 mm3) was de-

creased to match the spatial resolution of 2D PREFUL (4 × 4 × 15 mm3), abbre-

viated as 3Dlowres.  In addition to  regional ventilation (RVent),  flow-volume loops 

were computed and rated by a cross-correlation (CC). Ventilation defect percent-

age (VDP) maps were obtained. RVent, CC, VDPRVent, and VDPCC were compared 

for systematic differences between 2D, 3Dlowres, and 3D PREFUL. Dividing the 3D 

PREFUL data into 4- (≈ 20 phases), 8- (≈ 40 phases), and 12-min (≈ 60 phases) ac-

quisition pieces, the ventilation parameter maps, including the heterogeneity of ven-

tilation time to peak, were tested regarding the required temporal resolution.

Results: RVent, CC,  VDPRVent, and VDPCC  presented significant correla-

tions  between 2D and 3D PREFUL (r = 0.64-0.94).  CC and VDPCC  of 2D and 

3Dlowres PREFUL were significantly different (P < .0113). Comparing 3Dlowres and 

3D PREFUL, all parameters were found to be statistically different (P < .0045).

Conclusion: 3D PREFUL MRI depicts the whole lung volume and breathing cycle 

with superior image resolution  and with likely more precision  compared to 2D 

PREFUL. Furthermore, 3D PREFUL is more sensitive to detect regions of hypoventi-

lation and ventilation heterogeneity compared to 3Dlowres PREFUL, which is important 

for early detection and improved monitoring of patients with chronic lung disease.
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bandwidth 1500 Hz/pixel. To reduce the minimal TE, the 
prototype stack-of-stars spoiled-gradient-echo sequence uses 
a hard RF pulse for nonslice selective excitation. Full radial 
projections are used to sample the k-space so that firstly the 
samples in kz partition direction are acquired and followed by 
the rotation of golden angle to sample the kx-ky plane.

Similarly to Block et al.,25 system-dependent gradient 
delays were retrospectively compensated by estimating the 
k-space shift from the 36 preparation shots acquired at 18 op-
posing directions with an increment of 10°. A Hanning filter 
was applied both in plane and across partitions on gradient 
delay-corrected datasets to avoid Gibbs ringing.

Low-resolution images (matrix size 32 × 32) with a nominal 
temporal resolution of less than 100 ms were reconstructed for a 
single dorsal coronal slice posterior to the heart. For each time-
point, 14 spokes were required, which resulted in effective tem-
poral resolution of 890 to 1333 ms. Mean signal intensity inside 
a region of interest placed on the diaphragm in the reconstructed 
images defined the respiratory curve for all slices. To exclude 
signal variations, which were not caused by respiration, a low-
pass filter at 0.7 Hz was applied to the respiratory curve. After 
exclusion of extreme outliers of the respiratory curve (data above 
95th and data below 10th percentile), spokes were divided into 
inspiration and expiration phase using the slope of the extracted 
respiratory curve and a model function with individual breathing 
frequency.6 Based on the respiratory curve, data were binned in 
respiratory phases. At least 100 spokes per respiratory bin were 
required, which resulted in 53 to 65 respiratory phases. The 
same number of spokes per respiratory phase was also used in 
the reconstruction procedure of the 4-min and 8-min PREFUL 
measurements, which resulted in different numbers of breathing 
phases (≈20 phases for 4-min, ≈40 phases for 8-min, and ≈60 
phases for 12-min PREFUL measurement). To increase the SNR 
of the reconstructed images, an overlap of 20% between neigh-
boring respiratory states was used.26,27 Finally, the reconstruc-
tion of the full-resolution images was implemented in Berkeley 
Advanced Reconstruction Toolbox using parallel imaging and 
iterative compressed sensing reconstruction.28 The sparsity was 
exploited along both spatial (L2 norm and total variation regu-
larization) and respiratory state dimensions (total variation reg-
ularization). The image reconstruction time is approximately 1 
h for the whole 3D respiratory-resolved dataset, with 65 respi-
ratory phases using the CPU (2 x Intel Xeon Platinum 8176 @ 
2.10GHz, in total 56 physical cores).

The reconstructed images were bias-corrected using N4 Bias 
Field Correction29 implemented in Advanced Normalization 
Tools30; bias results from inhomogeneous coil intensity profiles.

The 3D image registration of all respiratory phases toward an 
end-inspiratory respiratory state was performed by Advanced 
Normalization Tools using a group-oriented approach.31

After registration, 32 breathing phases at an equidistant 
time grid were interpolated using a Gaussian kernel (sigma = 
0.3).6 A low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.7 Hz was 
applied in order to suppress signal variations, which were not 

attributed to respiration. A 3D edge-preserving filter32 was 
applied to all images to smooth away noise while retaining 
edges. A schematic overview of the data processing of 3D 
PREFUL is shown in Figure 1.

2.3.2 | 2D PREFUL

For 2D PREFUL, 4 to 14 coronal slices of the lung with 250 
images per slice were acquired using a spoiled-gradient-echo 
sequence with the following parameters: TE 0.82 ms, TR 3 
ms, flip angle 5°, FOV 50 × 50 cm2, slice thickness 15 mm, 
matrix size 128 × 128 interpolated to 256 × 256, pixel band-
width 1500 Hz/pixel, and total acquisition time 48 s per slice.

Further postprocessing steps were applied as described 
elsewhere,6 with 2 exceptions: 1) the image registration was 
performed toward end-inspiratory state, and 2) 32 (instead 
of 60) breathing phases covering the whole respiratory cycle 
were interpolated.

2.4 | Image analysis

2.4.1 | Slice thickness alignment and 
coregistration of 3D PREFUL to 2D PREFUL

To enable voxel-wise comparability of 3D and 2D PREFUL 
measurements of the same patient, the 4 mm 3D PREFUL 
slices were reformatted to 15 mm slice thickness and then 
coregistered to 2D PREFUL slices. Datasets of 3D PREFUL, 
which were reformatted and coregistered, are abbreviated as 
3Dlowres PREFUL.

2.4.2 | Lung parenchyma segmentation

For image analysis, the lung parenchyma was automatically 
segmented using a pretrained convolutional neural network 
with 16 weight layers developed by visual geometry group 
(VGG),33 which was adapted for lung parenchyma segmenta-
tion. If needed, manual corrections were performed to obtain 
optimal segmentation results.

2.4.3 | Ventilation assessment of 2D and 
3Dlowres PREFUL and 3D PREFUL

Because the image registration was performed toward inspi-
ration, regional ventilation (RVent) maps were computed for 
each respiratory state N as follows34:

(1)RVent (N)=
S!"#

S$%&'

−

S!"#

S
N

=1−
S$%&'
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

The measurement of regional pulmonary ventilation abnor-
malities is of great importance in patients with chronic lung 
diseases such as asthma, cystic fibrosis (CF), or chronic ob-
structive pulmonary disease (COPD). Despite the inherent 
limitations due to low proton density of the pulmonary paren-
chyma and susceptibility artifacts,1 proton MRI of the lung is 
gaining interest.2 Aside from its acquisition without radiation 
exposure, which allows for repeated measurements, MRI has 
functional imaging capacities, for example, assessment of 
ventilation, perfusion, or diffusion.

Fourier decomposition (FD)-MRI3 has been demonstrated 
to deliver quantitative measurement of pulmonary ventila-
tion4,5 without use of any contrast media, inhaled gases, or 
forced breathing maneuvers. Lately, a 2D postprocessing ap-
proach, phase-resolved functional lung imaging (PREFUL), 
was introduced in order to increase temporal resolution and 
gain quantitative regional information about perfusion and 
ventilation dynamics.6 One limitation of the above-mentioned 
methods with real-time acquisition is low spatial resolution, for 
example, in comparison to hyperpolarized gas MRI,7 which 
can cause discrepancies of derived ventilation parameters be-
tween these methods.8-11 High spatial resolution is required to 
facilitate early and accurate diagnosis and to visualize small but 
clinically relevant pathologies as in CF patients.12 Alternatively 
to PREFUL and other real-time acquisition FD techniques, 2D 
self-gated noncontrast-enhanced functional lung imaging13 has 
been introduced to obtain images of the complete respiratory 
and cardiac cycle with high spatial resolution up to 1.76 × 
1.76 mm2 with 10 mm thick slices. The main limitation of 2D 
techniques are through-plane motion and the acquisition of 2D 
slices, which is time-consuming if the coverage of the whole 
lung volume is required. Therefore, in most studies, despite the 
possibility of missing important pathologies, the acquisition is 
limited to only a few 2D slices. 3D self-navigated approaches 
were previously developed to enable the acquisition of lung 
volumes at different breathing states without the necessity for 
breath-holds14-16 and to allow for quantification of lung venti-
lation17,18; however, no functional information of lung ventila-
tion dynamics has been assessed. In analogy to spirometry, the 
most common pulmonary function test, ventilation dynamics 
could be analyzed using flow-volume loops (FVL).6,19-21 FVL 
derived by 2D PREFUL were found to be sensitive for the de-
tection of early chronic lung allograft dysfunction stages,22 and 
the feasibility of 3D MRI-based spirometry using regional lung 
deformation was demonstrated in a single healthy volunteer.23 
Also, for the assessment of dynamic ventilation parameters, the 

temporal resolution of the acquired images might be of interest. 
For this purpose, different time-resolved measurements (differ-
ent number of reconstructed breathing phases) with different 
measurement times should be investigated.

In this study, our objectives were to 1) demonstrate the 
feasibility of 3D FVL analysis using PREFUL ventilation 
measurement with improved spatial resolution; 2) compare 
3D PREFUL measurement to 2D PREFUL measurement in 
healthy volunteers and patients with asthma, CF, and COPD; 
and 3) determine the temporal resolution, which is required 
to deliver stable ventilation parameters using 3D PREFUL.

2 |  METHODS

2.1 | Subject demographics

Eight healthy volunteers (2 female, 6 male; age range: 28-34 
years), 5 asthma patients (4 female, 1 male; age range: 27-70 
years), 2 patients with diagnosed CF (1 female, 1 male; both 
27 years old), and 1 COPD patient (male, 70 years old) un-
derwent imaging on a 1.5T MR-scanner (Magnetom Avanto, 
Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) in head-first su-
pine position. The study was approved by the local ethics 
committee, and written informed consent was obtained from 
all participants prior to MRI examination.

2.2 | Spirometry

In all patients, a spirometry was performed before MRI ex-
amination to measure forced vital capacity (FVC), forced 
expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1), and the Tiffeneau index 
(FEV1/FVC) according to current guidelines.24

2.3 | Image acquisition

2.3.1 | 3D PREFUL

For the 3D approach, 6768 to 8184 spokes were acquired 
using a prototype stack-of-stars spoiled-gradient-echo se-
quence with golden-angle increment over a period of 9.85 to 
12.45 min during free breathing with the following param-
eters: FOV 50 × 50 cm2, matrix size 128 × 128 interpolated 
to 256 × 256, slice thickness 4 mm— interpolated to 2 mm, 
48-72 partitions, 6/8 partial Fourier applied along the slice 
dimension, TE 0.81 ms, TR 1.9 ms, flip angle 3.5°, and pixel 

K E Y W O R D S

lung, MRI, thorax, ventilation
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where SRef = SInsp and represents MR signal of the end-inspira-
tory state, and SN is the MR signal of the N-th state.

RVent dynamics were further analyzed by calculation 
of the regional RVent slopes (ΔRVent/Δt). By plotting the 
RVent slopes as a function of RVent, a FVL was calculated 
for each voxel in the lung parenchyma.21 Similarity of all 
FVLs to a healthy-reference FVL22 of each subject was mea-
sured by the cross-correlation (CC) metric. The healthy-ref-
erence FVL was obtained by averaging the FVLs in a selected 
region with high RVent values (75%-95% quantile). Thus, a 
quantitative correlation map of FVL in percent was generated 
for 2D, 3Dlowres PREFUL, and 3D PREFUL measurements.

Moreover, ventilation defect percentage (VDP) maps were 
generated for RVent (VDPRVent) and CC (VDPCC) parame-
ters using an individual threshold. For VDPRVent, voxels were 
identified as ventilation defect if the RVent value was below 
the 90th percentile of all RVent values, multiplied by a factor 
of 0.4, based on area under curve analysis of previously ac-
quired 2D PREFUL data. For VDPCC, voxels with CC values 
below 0.9 were considered as voxels with ventilation defect.22

2.4.4 | Stability of 3D PREFUL

To assess the stability of RVent dynamics, ventilation time-
to-peak (VTTP) maps in % of the synthesized respiratory 
cycle were reconstructed. The synthesized respiratory cycle is 

normalized to the duration of 1 breath, starts at a peak expi-
ration, and is symmetrical about the peak inspiration at 50%. 
Based on mentioned definitions, a healthy VTTP is located 
at 50% of the synthesized respiratory cycle (see Supporting 
Information Figure S1). Furthermore, the deviation of each 
VTTP value (VTTPDev) from the peak at 50% was evaluated, 
as follows:

The analysis of VTTPDev was performed on healthy vol-
unteers only because it was expected that in healthy subjects 
the heterogeneity of VTTP values should be very low, ideally 
equal to 0%.

Lung ventilation parameters were further examined re-
garding the required temporal resolution. For this purpose, 
all ventilation parameters (RVent, CC, VTTPDev, VDPRVent, 
VDPCC) derived from 4-min, 8-min, and 12-min measure-
ments, respectively, were assessed separately.

2.5 | Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed in MatLab (R2018b, 
MathWorks, Natick, MA). All data were tested for normal-
ity using the Lilliefors test. Nonparametric tests were chosen 
because none of the parameters showed normal distribution.

(2)VTTP
!"#

= |VTTP−50%| .

F I G U R E  1  Overview of the image reconstruction and postprocessing of 3D PREFUL method. A, Data are acquired using a prototype stack-
of-stars acquisition. B, LR images with matrix size of 32 × 32 and temporal resolution of approximately 100 ms are reconstructed. C, Using a ROI 
covering the diaphragm, a gating signal is derived and used for sorting of acquired spokes into respiratory bins. D, Dynamic images in full spatial 
resolution (interpolated to 2 × 2 × 2 mm3) are reconstructed. E, After Reg toward reference images, the images are interpolated to a uniform time 
grid, and a respiratory cycle is computed. F, Finally, ventilation parameters are obtained. CC, cross-correlation; LR, low-resolution; PREFUL, 
phase-resolved functional lung; Reg, image registration; RVent, regional ventilation; VDPCC; ventilation defect percentage based on CC; VDPRVent, 
ventilation defect percentage based on RVent; VTTP, ventilation time-to-peak; VTTPDev, heterogeneity of VTTP
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PREFUL-derived ventilation parameters (median RVent, 
median CC, total VDPRVent, total VDPCC) were correlated 
with spirometry-derived ventilation parameters (FVC, FEV1, 
FEV1/FVC) using Pearson correlation in all patients.

Unpaired nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test was used 
to compare diseased patients (asthma, CF, COPD) versus 
healthy volunteers for the medians of demographic and venti-
lation-based parameters, including age, body mass index and 
RVent, CC, VDPRVent, and VDPCC derived by 2D/3Dlowres/3D 
PREFUL measurements.

2D PREFUL-, 3Dlowres PREFUL-, and 3D PREFUL-
derived ventilation parameters (RVent, CC, VDPRVent, 
VDPCC) were recorded as median (25th percentile-75th per-
centile) and assessed using Bland-Altman plots between all 
pairs. The measure of linear correlation for all ventilation pa-
rameters between all pairs was rated by Pearson correlation 
analysis (r). To test for systematic differences between all 
pairs, a nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used. 
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (n = 3) was 
applied so that the significance level of 0.05 was corrected to 
0.0167. RVent, CC, VDPRVent, and VDPCC of all diseased pa-
tients were tested for correlation with FEV1, FVC, and FEV1/
FVC. Furthermore, Sørensen-Dice coefficients were evalu-
ated for VDPRVent and VDPCC to compare the spatial overlap 
for all relevant group pairs.

Also, for the comparison of 3D PREFUL with 3 differ-
ent measurement times, the median (25th percentile-75th 
percentile) of ventilation-based parameters (RVent, CC, 
VTTPDev, VDPRVent, VDPCC) were computed for all 3D 
PREFUL measurements (4-min, 8-min, 12-min). The 
agreement of RVent, CC, VDPRVent, and VDPCC was com-
pared using Bland-Altman plots between 4-min versus 
12-min measurements, between 8-min versus 12-min mea-
surements, and between 4-min versus 8-min 3D PREFUL 
measurements. Linear correlation of derived ventilation 
parameters (RVent, CC, VTTPDev, VDPRVent, VDPCC) was 
assessed using Pearson correlation analysis (r) between 
4-min versus 12-min measurements, between 8-min versus 
12-min measurements, and between 4-min versus 8-min 
3D PREFUL measurements. Statistical significance of the 
median RVent, CC, VTTPDev, VDPRVent, and VDPCC of 
above-mentioned groups was tested using a nonparametric 
Friedman test and post hoc multi comparison analysis with 
significance level of 0.05. The regional agreement of VPD 
maps (4-min vs. 12-min, 8-min vs. 12-min, 4-min vs. 8-min) 
was assessed by Sørensen-Dice coefficients. Additionally, 
distributions of RVent and CC values between 4-min versus 
12-min measurements, 8-min versus 12-min measurements, 
and 4-min versus 8-min measurements were evaluated by 
means of histogram analysis; spatial overlap of distributions 
in % was calculated.

3 |  RESULTS

3.1 | Comparison of healthy volunteers and 
patients with lung disease

Table 1 presents demographic and spirometry- and venti-
lation-based parameters derived by 2D, 3Dlowres, and 3D 
PREFUL.

Compared to the healthy volunteer group, VDPRVent and 
VDPCC were significantly higher (all P < .01) in patients with 
chronic lung disease for 2D PREFUL, 3Dlowres PREFUL, and 
3D PREFUL. For all techniques, healthy volunteers showed 
a higher CC metric value in comparison to patients (all  
P < .001). Significant correlations (all P < .032) between 
spirometry parameters and 2D/3Dlowres/3D PREFUL-derived 
ventilation parameters were found, except the correlation of 
FVC and FEV1/FVC with RVent parameter derived by 2D 
PREFUL and the correlation of FVC with RVent parameter 
derived by 3Dlowres PREFUL (see Supporting Information 
Table S1).

3.2 | Comparison of 2D, 3Dlowres and 
3D PREFUL

Visual comparison of 2D, 3Dlowres, and 3D PREFUL-derived 
ventilation parameter maps is shown in Figures 2 and 3 for 
a healthy volunteer and an asthma patient, respectively. 
Although a high similarity of VDPRVent and VDPCC (me-
dian Sørensen-Dice coefficient 0.84 for both) was found in 
the comparison of 2D versus 3Dlowres PREFUL, the Bland-
Altman analysis (Figures 4 and 5) revealed systematic dif-
ferences of CC (mean difference = −0.07, P = .0113) and 
VDPCC (mean difference = 4.4%, P = .0113). CC was sys-
tematically higher for 3Dlowres, which resulted in significantly 
lower VDPCC in comparison to 2D PREFUL. Further com-
parisons between 2D versus 3D PREFUL-derived ventilation 
parameters revealed no significant differences. Correlation 
analysis of both comparisons above showed a moderate posi-
tive linear relationship (r = 0.64-0.67) for RVent and strong 
positive linear relationship (r = 0.91-0.95) for CC, VDPRVent, 
and VDPCC, respectively. Strong positive linear relationships 
with systematic differences were found for all parameters 
comparing 3Dlowres versus 3D PREFUL (r > 0.98), whereas 
the Bland-Altman plots (Figures 4 and 5) showed systematic 
differences. VDPCC (mean difference = −6%, P = .0004), 
VDPRVent (mean difference = −2%, P = .0045), and RVent 
(mean difference = −0.03 mL/mL, P = .0004) were signifi-
cantly increased for 3D PREFUL, and CC metric (mean dif-
ference = 0.02, P = .0004) decreased for 3D PREFUL with 
high resolution. Complete results are listed in Table 2 for all 
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study participants and in Supporting Information Table S2 
for patients and healthy volunteers separately. See Supporting 
Information Figure S6 for exemplary 3D PREFUL-derived 
parameters for a healthy volunteer (33 years), asthma patient 
(70 years, FEV1 = 63%), CF patient (27 years, FEV1 = 85%), 
and COPD patient (70 years, GOLD IV, FEV1 = 18%). Full 
respiratory cycles with spatial resolution interpolated to 2 × 2 
× 2 mm3, derived by 3D PREFUL, may be seen in Supporting 
Information Videos S1-S3 for a CF patient (27 years, FEV1 = 
79%)/healthy volunteer (33 years)/asthma patient (57 years, 
FEV1 = 71%).

3.3 | Comparison of 4-min, 8-min, and  
12-min 3D PREFUL

Supporting Information Figures S2 and S3 show func-
tional 3D PREFUL RVent maps for a healthy volunteer/an 
asthma patient acquired in 12 min. RVent, CC, VDPRVent, 
and VDPCC of 3D PREFUL were not significantly differ-
ent between the 4-min versus 12-min measurements, 8-min 

versus 12-min measurements, and 4-min versus 8-min 
measurements, except for the CC metric, which was signif-
icantly higher for 8-min in comparison to 4-min PREFUL 
measurement (P = .0218), also confirmed in the Bland-
Altman analysis (see Supporting Information Figures S4 
and S5). High positive linear relationship of all parame-
ters was observed using the Pearson correlation analysis 
(r = 0.51-0.99) (see Table 3) between 4-min versus 12-
min measurements, 8-min versus 12-min measurements, 
and 4-min versus 8-min measurements. See Figure 6 for 
a visual comparison of the VDPRVent maps of a COPD pa-
tient derived in 4 and 12 min 3D PREFUL measurement, 
respectively. Median Sørensen-Dice coefficients between 
VDP maps of RVent and CC were higher than 0.81 and in-
creased absolutely with the measurement time by approxi-
mately 4% and 6% for VDPRVent and VDPCC, respectively 
(see Supporting Information Table S3). In a similar fash-
ion, the histogram analysis of RVent and CC showed high 
spatial overlap of the distributions between 3D PREFUL 
measurements (>86.4%). Absolute median increase in spa-
tial overlap of 7.7% and 0.2% for RVent and CC was seen 

T A B L E  1  Demographic, spirometric data, and ventilation-based parameters from 2D PREFUL, 3Dlowres PREFUL and 3D PREFUL

Method Parameter All (n = 16) Normal (n = 8) Patients (n = 8)

P Valuesa 

Normal vs. 

Diseased Patients

Age [years] 33.0 [28.8-56.3] 31.0 [28.8-33.0] 56.50 [42.8-63.3] 0.10

Male/female 9/7 6/2 3/5 x

BMI [kg/m2] 23.2 [20.8-26.6] 22.2 [21.3-26.0] 24.3 [19.9-28.2] 0.96

FVC [% pred] x x 80.0 [77.5-90.5] x

FEV1 [% pred] x x 67.0 [58.0-73.0] x

FEV1/FVC [%] x x 66.0 [57.8-68.0] x

2D PREFUL RVent [mL/mL] 0.13 [0.11-0.18] 0.14 [0.11-0.17] 0.13 [0.11-0.18] 0.96

CC [-] 0.95 [0.90-0.97] 0.97 [0.96-0.98] 0.88 [0.74-0.93] 0.0011

VDPRVent [%] 10.1 [7.5-24.0] 6.9 [5.1-8.5] 24.1 [12.5-37.8] 0.0011

VDPCC [%] 12.4 [6.4-20.0] 6.3 [4.8-7.2] 20.0 [13.9-37.4] 0.0006

3Dlowres PREFUL RVent [mL/mL] 0.12 [0.11-0.13] 0.12 [0.11-0.13] 0.12 [0.11-0.13] 0.96

CC [-] 0.97 [0.93-0.98] 0.98 [0.97-0.98] 0.92 [0.88-0.97] 0.0047

VDPRVent [%] 8.7 [6.2-15.0] 6.2 [4.4-7.3] 14.0 [9.4-26.7] 0.0104

VDPCC [%] 5.4 [2.2-22.0] 1.9 [0.86-4.0] 22.5 [12.2-30.7] 0.003

3D PREFUL RVent [mL/mL] 0.15 [0.14-0.16] 0.15 [0.14-0.17] 0.15 [0.14-0.16] 0.44

CC [-] 0.94 [0.90-0.96] 0.96 [0.96-0.97] 0.89 [0.84-0.94] 0.003

VDPRVent [%] 10.9 [6.6-18.4] 6.5 [5.1-8.7] 18.3 [12.4-29.5] 0.007

VDPCC [%] 13.6 [5.3-28.6] 5.1 [3.3-8.4] 31.1 [18.7-41.7] 0.0019

Values are expressed as median [25th-75th percentile] for demographic data and ventilation-based parameters.

P < .05 was considered significant (marked in red).

3Dlowres, low-resolution 3D PREFUL; BMI, body mass index; CC, cross-correlation metric; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity; 
PREFUL, phase-resolved functional lung; RVent, regional ventilation; VDPCC, ventilation defect percentage based on CC; VDPRVent, ventilation defect percentage 
based on RVent.
aWilcoxon rank sum test. 
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(see Supporting Information Table S3) when the measure-
ment time was doubled. The heterogeneity of VTTPDev val-
ues of the 12-min measurement was significantly decreased 
(P < .0076) in comparison to the 4-min measurement (see 
Figure 7). A similar trend, however, not statistically sig-
nificant (P < .06), was seen in the comparison of 8-min 
measurement and 4-min measurement. These findings sug-
gest a more stable measurement performed in 8 and 12 min.

4 |  DISCUSSION

The main finding of this work is that the novel 3D PREFUL 
technique was able to deliver dynamic information about lung 
ventilation with very good agreement to the conventional 2D 
PREFUL approach in 16 study participants: 8 healthy volun-
teers and 8 patients with chronic pulmonary diseases, includ-
ing asthma, CF and COPD.

As expected, CC metric derived by all 3 PREFUL 
techniques was significantly higher in healthy volun-
teers in comparison to patients with pulmonary disease. 

Conversely, VDPRVent and VDPCC were significantly lower 
for healthy volunteers. These findings are in agreement 
with previously published results.6,35,36 No significant dif-
ferences were found for RVent between healthy volunteers 
and patients. As discussed previously,5 tidal volume might 
be controlled or used for adjustment of regional ventila-
tion values37 for a reasonable comparison of RVent be-
tween healthy volunteers and diseased patients. Also, as 
described previously in a study in CF patients,38 relatively 
healthy parenchyma may compensate for more diseased 
parenchyma so that the mean RVent measurement of the 
whole lung volume does not change between normal con-
trols and patients.

Further, we observed that all ventilation parameters de-
rived by 3D PREFUL including RVent, CC, VDPRVent, and 
VDPCC correlate strongly with spirometric measurements 
in all patients. Similar results were found also for 3Dlowres, 
except for correlation between RVent and FVC, which was 
not found significant. Significant correlations were found 
also between 2D PREFUL-derived ventilation parameters 
and spirometric data, except for the correlation of RVent 

F I G U R E  2  Comparison of 2D, 
3Dlowres, and 3D PREFUL-derived 
parameters for a healthy volunteer (33 
years). From top to bottom, the rows show 
the RVent and CC maps, FVL as averages 
of areas with CC > 0.9 (blue), CC < 0.9 
(red), reference healthy (green), all areas 
(black), and VDPRVent and VDPCC maps. 
Note minor regional differences of CC 
metric in the left lung between 2D and 
3D PREFUL. 3Dlowres, low-resolution  3D 
PREFUL; FVL, flow volume loops
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F I G U R E  3  Comparison of 2D, 
3Dlowres, and 3D PREFUL-derived 
parameters for an asthma patient (70 years, 
FEV1 = 63%). From top to bottom, the 
rows show the RVent and CC maps, FVL 
as averages of areas with CC > 0.9 (blue), 
CC < 0.9 (red), reference healthy (green), 
all areas (black), and VDPRVent and VDPCC 
maps. Similar pattern of defect areas in 
RVent, CC, and VDP maps may be seen 
for all techniques. FEV1, forced expiratory 
volume in 1 s

F I G U R E  4  Bland-Altman analysis between RVent and CC derived with 2D, 3Dlowres, and 3D PREFUL. First row, RVent comparisons; 
second row, CC comparisons. First column, 2D versus 3Dlowres; second column, 2D versus 3D; third column, 3Dlowres versus 3D. Please note, 
different scaling of y-axis in the comparison of CC metric between 3Dlowres and 3D PREFUL
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parameter with FEV1, FVC, and FEV1/FVC. Similar cor-
relation coefficients were seen previously in patients with 
asthma, CF, and COPD.9,38,39 Significant correlations of 3D 
PREFUL techniques with RVent parameter may be explained 
by the fact that the complex breathing motion in the lung pa-
renchyma is likely better captured with a 3D technique than 
with a 2D technique.

In the present study, we showed good correspondence 
of 3D PREFUL regional ventilation parameters (RVent, 
VDPRVent) and FVL analysis-derived parameters (CC and 
VDPCC) with the same parameters derived by 2D PREFUL 
in healthy volunteers and patients. The agreement of the 
static ventilation parameter RVent between 2D and 3D is 
in correspondence with previously reported results in 6 
healthy volunteers.18 The potential of FVL analysis using 2D 
PREFUL has been demonstrated in 62 lung transplantation 
recipients.22 To our knowledge, 3D PREFUL FVL have never 
been demonstrated in patients previously, and this is the first 
study to compare FVL-derived parameters between 2D and 
3D technique in healthy volunteers and patients with chronic 
pulmonary diseases. Small discrepancies, for example, those 
seen in Figure 2 in the left lung of a healthy volunteer or in 
Figure 3 for an asthma patient, might be explained by nonper-
fect match of both segmented mask, imperfect motion cor-
rection, different healthy regions taken as healthy reference 
loop, and different spatial resolution.

Significant differences were observed between 3Dlowres 
versus 3D for all derived parameters and between 3Dlowres 
vs. 2D for FVL-derived parameters. Prominent inconsis-
tencies in comparison of 3Dlowres versus 3D-derived pa-
rameters are probably consequences of nonperfect spatial 
averaging in the step of slice alignment of 3D PREFUL 

datasets to 2D PREFUL datasets. As a result of spatial aver-
aging, the spatial resolution of 3Dlowres is decreased; there-
fore, small ventilation defects may not be detected, which 
supports our results that both VDP’s derived by 3Dlowres 
PREFUL are significantly decreased in comparison to 3D 
PREFUL-derived VDPs. Thus, 3D PREFUL is likely to be 
more sensitive to detect regions of hypoventilation and het-
erogeneity of ventilation in patients, which is beneficial for 
early detection and improved monitoring in chronic lung 
disease patients. Although good agreement of all ventila-
tion parameters (r > 0.67, Dice coefficient of VDPRVent and 
VDPCC > 0.84) was found between 2D and 3Dlowres, several 
reasons might explain the pronounced differences in the 
comparison of FVL analysis-derived parameters (CC and 
VDPCC). Aside from the imperfect coregistration of 2D/3D 
slices and different regions taken as reference loops for 
FVL analysis, the through-plane lung motion is expected 
to be better captured with the 3D technique. As a conse-
quence, the shape of FVL is different (see Figures 2 and 3), 
which resulted in the disagreement between FVL-derived 
parameters.

3D PREFUL-derived ventilation parameters acquired in 
4, 8, and 12 min were not significantly changed, except for 
the CC metric between the 4-min and 8-min measurements 
and the VTTPDev parameter between the 4- and 12-min 
PREFUL measurements. Because the Pearson correlation 
coefficient r between the 4-min and 8-min 3D PREFUL-
derived CC metric was 0.97, and the median spatial overlap 
was higher than 90%, the explanation for the significantly 
higher CC metric values for the 8-min measurement in 
comparison to the 4-min 3D PREFUL measurement may 
be the increased variability of tidal breathing resulting in 

F I G U R E  5  Bland-Altman analysis between VDPRVent and VDPCC derived with 2D, 3Dlowres, and 3D PREFUL. First row, VDPRVent 
comparisons; second row, VDPCC comparisons. First column, 2D versus 3Dlowres; second column, 2D versus 3D; third column, 3Dlowres versus 3D
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changes of the breathing pattern.40,41 Among others, respi-
ratory drift may cause image quality degradation, as seen 
in cardiovascular MR imaging.42 Various gating techniques 
have been developed to tackle respiratory-induced motion 
in cardiac MRI.42-44 Because we use retrospective gating 
for sorting of acquired spokes into respiratory bins, which 
does not account for the respiratory drift, the influence of 
respiratory drift might not be neglected. The significantly 
increased VTTPDev parameter in the 4-min measurement 
can be explained by the reduced number of reconstructed 
breathing phases in comparison to 8-min (12-min) PREFUL 
measurement. Since for every phase the same number of 
spokes was used in the reconstruction procedure, only the 
number of breathing phases is different (≈20 phases for 
4-min vs. ≈60 phases for 12-min measurement). Thus, the 
number of reconstructed phases significantly influences 
the stability of the respiratory cycle such that VTTP het-
erogeneity of the 4-min measurement is higher in contrast 
to more stable 8-min and 12-min measurements. Mapping 
of ventilation phase using 2D PREFUL has been demon-
strated previously as an interesting method to visualize 
abnormal ventilation dynamic.6 Therefore, longer mea-
surements (>8 min) of 3D PREFUL should be performed 
in case the VTTP parameter is of interest in the particular 
study. Otherwise, overall good agreement of other derived 
ventilation parameter shows that 3D PREFUL is feasible 
during free breathing even in 4-min scan time, which may 
be especially advantageous with small children or patients 
for whom the scan time plays an essential role. Further, if 
the dynamic ventilation parameters are not of interest in 
a particular study, the number of respiratory bins may be 
reduced using more data in each respiratory bin, which will 
improve the SNR of phase-resolved images.

We acknowledge a number of study limitations: First, the 
reproducibility of 3D PREFUL was not tested in this study. 
There are several studies examining the reproducibility of 
2D FD-based techniques.34,37,45 Considering the very good 
agreement between 2D and 3D PREFUL, the reproducibility 
of 3D PREFUL-derived parameters can be expected to be at 
least as good because the motion of the lung is fully captured 
and additional variability between different slice positions is 
avoided.

Second, validation of 3D PREFUL to clinically es-
tablished ventilation measurements (SPECT/CT) or gas 
MRI imaging techniques (129Xe, 3He, 19F) has not been 
performed in this work and needs to be investigated in fu-
ture studies with larger number of patients and a broader 
spectrum of disease severity. In the last years, 2D FD-
derived techniques with partial coverage of the lung 
parenchyma were validated to SPECT46 and gas MRI 
techniques,8,10,11,39,47 with partial success due to lower 
spatial resolution and missing full lung coverage with 2D 
FD techniques.T
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Third, the sample size was relatively small, and there was 
no age-matching between healthy volunteers and patients. 
Nevertheless, we do not expect that the limited sample size 
substantially changes the conclusions of this exploratory study.

Fourth, in comparison to 3D UTE/zero echo time 
(ZTE)14-16,18,23,48,49 or 3D bSSFP50 pulmonary imaging, 
the used prototype stack-of-stars pulse sequence with 
golden angle increment possesses a longer TE and there-
fore achieves in general reduced SNR and resolution with 
the above-mentioned techniques. Supporting Information 
Figure S7 shows comparison of morphological images for a 
healthy volunteer using a prototype stack-of-stars sequence 

with asymmetric readout (TE = 0.39 ms) and the proposed 
stack-of-stars sequence with symmetric readout (TE = 0.81 
ms). In contrast to UTE, 3D stack-of-stars trajectory se-
quence offers faster filling of k-space and is less prone to 
gradient imperfections.

Fifth, using the nonselective hard RF pulse, the sequence 
is not able to measure the inflow effect; therefore, perfusion 
measurement is not feasible with the 3D PREFUL technique.

Further development, including improvement of the spa-
tial resolution, reduction of echo time, applicability on 3T 
systems, and consideration of the discussed limitations, is of 
high interest and will be subject to future work.

T A B L E  3  Summary of ventilation results obtained by 3D PREFUL during the 4-min measurement (4'), 8-min measurement (8'), and 12-min 
measurement (12'), and the respective statistical for all study participants 

Parameter

Measurement P Values
a
 Pearson r

4' 8' 12' 4' vs. 12' 8' vs. 12' 4' vs. 8' 4' vs. 12' 8' vs. 12' 4' vs. 8'

RVent [mL/mL] 0.15 [0.14-0.16] 0.15 [0.14-0.16] 0.15 [0.14-0.16] 0.54 1 0.54 0.86 0.93 0.96

CC [-] 0.92 [0.87-0.96] 0.95 [0.91-0.97] 0.94 [0.91-0.96] 0.86 0.09 0.0218 0.95 0.99 0.97

VTTPDev [%]* 8.3 [6.2-9.1] 6.8 [5.0-7.6] 6.1 [5.3-6.5] 0.0076 0.73 0.06 0.53 0.51 0.83

VDPRVent [%] 14.0 [8.1-19.6] 12.0 [6.9-17.7] 11.5 [7.5-17.3] 0.86 0.54 0.86 0.96 0.98 0.99

VDPCC [%] 20.7 [7.4-31.4] 11.4 [6.3-24.3] 14.0 [5.6-26.3] 1 0.09 0.09 0.95 0.98 0.97

Values are expressed as median [25th percentile-75th percentile] from all subjects.

P < .05 was considered as significant (marked in red).
aFriedman test. 

*VTTPDev values evaluated for healthy volunteers only. 

F I G U R E  6  Comparison of VDPRVent maps derived by 3D PREFUL in 4 min on the left side and in 12 min on the right side for a COPD 
patient (70 years, GOLD IV, FEV1 = 18%). Defect areas are marked with red color. Similar pattern may be seen through the whole thorax in the 
comparison between 4 min and 12 min 3D PREFUL measurements. COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; GOLD, The global initiative 
for obstructive lung disease
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5 |  CONCLUSION

3D PREFUL ventilation MRI depicts the whole lung vol-
ume and complex lung ventilation dynamics with superior 
image resolution and likely more precision compared to 
2D PREFUL. Furthermore, high-resolution 3D PREFUL 
is more sensitive to detect regions of hypoventilation and 
ventilation heterogeneity compared to low-resolution 
3Dlowres PREFUL, which is important for early detection 
and improved monitoring of patients with chronic lung 
disease. Also, the measurement time of 3D PREFUL may 
be reduced up to 8 min, which might be beneficial in clini-
cal settings.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional supporting information may be found online in 
the Supporting Information section.

FIGURE S1 Scheme of 3D PREFUL-derived ventilation 
time-to-peak map (VTTP). The dotted green curve shows the 
RVent dynamics over the length of the respiratory cycle in 
%. VTTP in % of the respiratory cycle is measured from the 
end-expiration towards the end-inspiration peak
FIGURE S2 Exemplary 3D PREFUL RVent maps with iso-
tropic spatial resolution of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 for a healthy vol-
unteer (33 years). Please note the depiction and signal of the 
trachea and bronchial tree details with 3D PREFUL. Also, 
3D PREFUL RVent maps show absent signal in the cardio-
vascular structures with good image sharpness and fine detail
FIGURE S3 Exemplary 3D PREFUL RVent maps with iso-
tropic spatial resolution of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 for a 70-year-old 
asthma patient (FEV1 = 63%). Note regional ventilation de-
fects preferably in the lower left lung lobe
FIGURE S4 Bland-Altman analysis between RVent and 
CC derived with 3D PREFUL in 4, 8 and 12 minutes. First 

row, RVent comparisons, second row, CC comparisons. First 
column, 4-minute vs. 12-minute PREFUL; second column, 
8-minute vs. 12-minute PREFUL; third column, 4-minute vs 
8-minute PREFUL
FIGURE S5 Bland-Altman analysis between VDPRVent and 
VDPCC derived with 3D PREFUL in 4, 8 and 12 minutes. 
First row, VDPRVent comparisons, second row, VDPCC com-
parisons. First column, 4-minute vs 12-minute PREFUL; sec-
ond column, 8-minute vs 12-minute PREFUL; third column, 
4-minute vs 8-minute PREFUL
FIGURE S6 Exemplary 3D PREFUL-derived parame-
ters for a healthy volunteer (33 years), asthma patient (70 
years, FEV1 = 63%), cystic fibrosis patient ( years, FEV1 
= 85%) and COPD patient (70 years, GOLD IV, FEV1 = 
18%). From top to bottom, the rows show the RVent and 
CC maps, flow volume loops (FVL), VDPRVent and VDPCC 
maps
FIGURE S7 Representative morphological images for a 
healthy volunteer using a prototype stack-of-stars sequence 
with asymmetric readout (first row, TE = 0.39 ms) and cho-
sen stack-of-stars sequence with symmetric readout (second 
row, TE = 0.81 ms). Red arrows point out lung parenchyma 
regions with unexpected reduced signal intensity / image arti-
facts in the images acquired with asymmetric readout
TABLE S1 Correlation of spirometry and 2D, 3Dlowres and 
3D PREFUL-derived ventilation parameters for all patients
TABLE S2 Summary of ventilation results obtained by 2D 
PREFUL, 3Dlowres PREFUL and 3D PREFUL for healthy 
volunteers (A) and patients (B), and the respective statistical, 
image analysis
TABLE S3 Image analysis of 3D PREFUL derived venti-
lation parameters during the 4-minute measurement (4'), 
8-minute measurement (8') and 12-minute measurement (12') 
for all study participants
VIDEO S1 Full respiratory cycle of a CF patient (27 years, 
FEV1 = 79%) displayed in coronal plane with spatial resolu-
tion of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3

VIDEO S2 Full respiratory cycle of a healthy volunteer (33 
years) displayed in sagittal plane with spatial resolution of 2 
× 2 × 2 mm3

VIDEO S3 Full respiratory cycle of an asthma patient (57 
years, FEV1 = 71%) displayed in axial plane with spatial res-
olution of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3

How to cite this article: Klimeš F, Voskrebenzev A, 
Gutberlet M, et al. 3D phase-resolved functional lung 
ventilation MR imaging in healthy volunteers and 
patients with chronic pulmonary disease. Magn Reson 

Med. 2021;85:912–925. https://doi.org/10.1002/
mrm.28482
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Supporting Information Figure S1. Scheme of 3D PREFUL-derived ventilation time-

to-peak map (VTTP). The dotted green curve shows the RVent dynamics over the 

length of the respiratory cycle in %. VTTP in % of the respiratory cycle is measured 

from the end-expiration towards the end-inspiration peak.  
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Supporting Information Figure S2. Exemplary 3D PREFUL RVent maps with 

isotropic spatial resolution of 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 for a healthy volunteer (33 years). Please 

note the depiction and signal of the trachea and bronchial tree details with 3D 

PREFUL. Also, 3D PREFUL RVent maps show absent signal in the cardiovascular 

structures with good image sharpness and fine detail. 
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Supporting Information Figure S3. Exemplary 3D PREFUL RVent maps with 

isotropic spatial resolution of 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 for a 70-year-old asthma patient (FEV1 = 

63%). Note regional ventilation defects preferably in the lower left lung lobe. 
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Supporting Information Figure S6. Exemplary 3D PREFUL-derived parameters for 

a healthy volunteer (33 years, RVent = 0.27, CC = 0.97, VDPRVent = 3.1 %, VDPCC = 

1.9 %), asthma patient (70 years, FEV1 = 63%, RVent = 0.14, CC = 0.81, VDPRVent = 

28.4 %, VDPCC = 37.5 %), cystic fibrosis patient (27 years, FEV1 = 85%, RVent = 

0.14, CC = 0.92, VDPRVent = 10.9 %, VDPCC = 22.6%) and COPD patient (70 years, 

GOLD IV, FEV1 = 18%, RVent = 0.09, CC = 0.65, VDPRVent = 53.7 %, VDPCC = 69.6 

%). From top to bottom, the rows show the RVent and CC maps, flow volume loops 

(FVL), VDPRVent and VDPCC maps. 
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VIDEO S1 Full respiratory cycle of a CF patient (27 years, FEV1 = 79%) displayed in 

coronal plane with spatial resolution of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 
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VIDEO S2 Full respiratory cycle of a healthy volunteer (33 years) displayed in sagittal plane 

with spatial resolution of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3
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4.3 Repeatability of dynamic 3D phase-resolved functional lung (PREFUL) ventilation 

MR imaging in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and healthy 

volunteers 

 
 

Advances of knowledge 

• 3D PREFUL ventilation parameters present moderate to good repeatability in healthy subjects 

and patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. 

• 3D PREFUL ventilation parameters are sensitive for regional lung ventilation changes and may 

add value to clinically established techniques.  
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Chronic pulmonary diseases, such as asthma, chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and cystic fibro-

sis (CF) are associated with impairment of functional lung

parameters.1 The diagnosis, monitoring, and therapy response

of patients with pulmonary disease are commonly based on a

pulmonary function test (PFT).2 However, global parameters

derived by PFT are not capable of assessing the lung function

on a regional level.3 Establishment of a regional functional

mapping of lung ventilation would be highly relevant to sev-

eral clinical questions including monitoring of pulmonary dis-

eases to local treatment or monitoring of patients after lung

transplantation.4,5 Computed tomography (CT) uses poten-

tially harmful radiation in order to generate functional maps

of the lung including novel CT application for pulmonary

ventilation assessment.6,7 Pulmonary magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) radiation-free techniques to assess regional

lung ventilation include hyperpolarized gas MRI,8 fluorinated

gas MRI,9 oxygen-enhanced MRI,10 and proton-based Fou-

rier decomposition (FD) MRI.11,12 In contrast to non-pro-

ton-based MRI techniques, FD MRI techniques do not

involve inhalation or injection of any contrast agents and do

not require any additional hardware (e.g. transmit/receive

coils tuned to other nuclei). In recent years, extensive devel-

opment of FD MRI has included improving spatial/temporal

resolution, sequence design and postprocessing, and develop-

ing a whole-lung technique.13–19

Two-dimensional phase-resolved functional lung

(PREFUL) MRI15 is an FD-based technique that was intro-

duced to assess regional ventilation and perfusion dynamics

within a single acquisition. Repeatability and validation stud-

ies of 2D PREFUL to reference standards have been per-

formed to facilitate the use of 2D PREFUL in clinical

routine.20–23 Recently, 3D PREFUL has been developed to

assess dynamic ventilation of the whole lung in an 8-minute

acquisition, and the preliminary feasibility results in 16 study

participants including patients with asthma, CF, and COPD

have been presented.24 However, the repeatability of ventila-

tion parameters derived from 3D PREFUL, which is neces-

sary to know prior to its use in clinical settings, has not been

assessed.

Therefore, the purpose of our study was to 1) evaluate

the repeatability of 3D PREFUL MRI-derived ventilation

parameters in two populations: healthy volunteers and

patients with COPD; and to 2) compare ventilation parame-

ters derived by 3D PREFUL MRI with those from

spirometry.

Methods

Subject Demographics

In this prospective study 53 healthy volunteers (29 female,

24 male) and 14 COPD patients (5 male, 9 female) were

enrolled. The study followed the Declaration of Helsinki

principles and was approved by the local ethics committee

board. All study participants gave written informed consent

prior to examination. Exclusion criteria were inability to

undergo MRI examination (due to claustrophobia, pregnancy,

or pacemaker), incomplete MRI-protocol and age <18 years.

Information about the included study population is shown in

Table 1.

Spirometry

In the whole study population, a lung function test was per-

formed prior to the first MRI examination according to cur-

rent guidelines.25 Outcomes were forced vital capacity (FVC),

forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1), and the

Tiffeneau index (FEV1/FVC).

MRI Data Acquisition and Image Reconstruction

All study participants underwent imaging on a 1.5 T

MR-scanner (MAGNETOM Avanto, Siemens Healthcare,

Erlangen, Germany) in head-first supine position. A total of

4400–6240 radial spokes were acquired using a prototype

stack-of-stars spoiled-gradient-echo sequence with golden-

angle increment over a period of 7.3–8.3 minutes during free

breathing.26 Acquisition parameters included: FOV

50 × 50 cm2, TE 0.81 msec, TR 1.9 msec, flip angle 3.5!,

pixel bandwidth 1500 Hz/pixel, matrix size 128 × 128

upsampled to 256 × 256, 52–72 partitions, and a slice thick-

ness of 4 mm interpolated to 2 mm. Three-dimensional

PREFUL image reconstruction was performed as previously

described,24 except for the preliminary data sorting using the

respiratory curve. In the previous publication, the respiratory

curve was derived as the mean signal intensity inside a region

of interest placed on the diaphragm of a single coronal 2D

slice over time. To improve the accuracy of data sorting, the

respiratory curve in the current work was determined from an

automatically segmented lung volume (using Otsu’s

thresholding27) on reconstructed 3D low-resolution images

(spatial resolution: 16 mm × 16 mm × 16 mm) with an

effective temporal resolution of approximately 1 second. After

reconstruction of ≈40 respiratory phases, a 3D image registra-

tion to the end-inspiratory state was performed using

Advanced Normalization Tools.28 Subsequently, a Gaussian

kernel (sigma = 0.3)15,24 was applied to bias-corrected29 regis-

tered images and to interpolate to 16 respiratory phases cover-

ing one respiratory cycle. Then, signal variations not

associated with ventilation were filtered out using a low-pass

filter at 0.7 Hz. Finally, a 3D-edge preserving filter30 was

applied in order to remove noise so that maximum filtering

was performed over homogenous image regions, while

reduced smoothing was applied across regions with edges.

Repeated scans were carried out within 65 days (median

[interquartile range]: 7 days [6–8 days]) for COPD patients

and directly after the first MRI scan, with a short break out-

side the scanner in between, for healthy participants.
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Image Analysis

All data were analyzed using MATLAB (Matlab 2018b,

MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). For the quantitative image

analysis, the end-inspiration image was automatically seg-

mented using a pre-trained convolutional network with

16 weight layers developed by the visual geometry group31

and manually corrected by a scientist (F.K.) with 5 years of

experience in pulmonary MRI under the additional supervi-

sion of a radiologist (J.V.C., 19 years of MRI experience).

Lung ventilation maps were computed for each respira-

tory state using regional ventilation (RVent) measurements32

which resulted in an RVent dynamics map with 16 respiratory

phases. Afterwards, flow-volume loops (FVLs) were con-

structed for each lung voxel by plotting the RVent slopes

(ΔRVent/Δt) against the RVent values. For each 2D slice of

the whole 3D volume, a reference FVL was computed inside

the healthy region. As previously described, the healthy region

of each 2D slice was defined as voxels with RVent values

between the 75% and 95% quantiles.24,33 Finally, a 3D

cross-correlation (CC) map was computed by correlating each

FVL to the reference FVL.

Ventilation defects were quantified automatically from

3D RVent and CC maps using thresholds, which resulted in

ventilation defect percentage (VDP) maps. For VDPRVent,

RVent values below the 90th percentile of all RVent values

multiplied by a factor of 0.4 were considered to be ventilation

defects. For VDPCC, CC values below 0.9 were identified as

ventilation defects. Both threshold approaches have been

previously published and applied in several feasibility and val-

idation studies.15,20,24,33

Furthermore, to assess the RVent dynamics, ventilation

time-to-peak (VTTP) maps as a percentage of the full respira-

tory cycle were generated. The respiratory cycle is composed

of 16 phases, has length of 1 breath and goes from peak expi-

ration (breathing phase 1) to peak inspiration (breathing

phases 8 and 9) and back to peak expiration (breathing

phase 16). A healthy VTTP value is typically at 50% of the

respiratory cycle.

Statistical Analysis

The parameters of regional lung ventilation (RVent, CC, and

VTTP) derived from 3D PREFUL were analyzed globally by

calculating the medians and respective interquartile ranges.

Ventilation defects were assessed as whole-lung VDPs. All spi-

rometric and 3D PREFUL data were tested for normality

using a one-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Nonparamet-

ric tests were subsequently selected based on the

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test results.

Comparison of healthy volunteers and COPD patients

for demographic, spirometric data, and 3D PREFUL ventila-

tion parameters was performed by using the Wilcoxon rank-

sum test.

Breathing frequency and depth of breathing of every

healthy subject were derived from first and second 3D

PREFUL measurements. Both parameters were tested for

TABLE 1. Study Population Information

Healthy (N = 53) COPD (N = 13) P-valuesa

Healthy vs. COPD

Age (year) 27 (22–33) 59 (50–71) <0.0001

Female/male 29/24 8/5 —

BMI 22.8 (20.7–25.5) 23.4 (22.1–27.4) 0.21

FEV1 (% pred) 96 (89–102) 50.5 (36.3–61.8) <0.0001

FVC (% pred) 100 (90–107) 95.5 (83.8–104.8) 0.28

FEV1/FVC (%) 96 (89–102) 55 (44.3–66) <0.0001

GOLD I — 1 —

GOLD II — 5 —

GOLD III — 5 —

GOLD IV — 2 —

Unless otherwise indicated values are expressed as median (25th percentile–75th percentile) for demographic and spirometric data.
BMI = body mass index; COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FEV1 = forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC = forced
vital capacity; GOLD = the global initiative for chronic obstructive lung disease. P < 0.05 was considered as significant (marked
in bold).
aWilcoxon rank-sum test.
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significant differences between first and second 3D PREFUL

measurement using Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Bland–Altman analysis was used to assess the global

repeatability of 3D PREFUL-derived ventilation parameters.

Furthermore, the repeatability of all 3D PREFUL derived

parameters was quantified by the coefficient of variation

(COV) and the absolute agreement was evaluated by the

intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). COV of every ventila-

tion parameter and every subject was defined as standard

deviation of repeated measurements divided by the mean of

repeated measurements. Subsequently, median COV of every

ventilation parameter was computed for healthy subjects and

COPD patients group. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was

applied to test for statistical differences between baseline and

repeated measurements. For the regional comparison of both

VDP measurements (VDPRVent and VDPCC), a registration

of the first measurement to the second measurement was per-

formed, and the spatial agreement was evaluated using

Sørensen–Dice coefficients for: 1) all voxels, 2) healthy voxels,

and 3) defect voxels.

Pearson correlation analysis (r) explored the association of

global 3D PREFUL-derived parameters with spirometry mea-

surements for all study participants, and significance was tested

using Fisher’s Z-transformation of correlation coefficients.

P < 0.05 was considered significant for all statistical tests.

Results

One COPD patient was excluded due to an incomplete

second MRI-protocol. Median and interquartile range,

median COV, and ICC of 3D PREFUL ventilation param-

eters of both healthy volunteers and COPD patients are

listed in Table 2. Figures 1–5 show the 3D PREFUL venti-

lation parameters (RVent, CC, VTTP, VDPRVent, and

VDPCC) of both 3D PREFUL measurements in COPD

patients. In Fig. 1, the first and second RVent measure-

ments showed a similar pattern in the whole thorax for a

47-year-old COPD patient (Global Initiative for Chronic

Obstructive Lung Disease [GOLD] IV, FEV1%pred = 30%).

Exemplary first and second study CC maps of a 74-year-

old COPD patient (GOLD II, FEV
1%pred

= 72%) are

depicted in Fig. 2 and show a good visual correspondence

of small abnormal ventilation dynamics (red color) in the

left upper lung of the dorsal slices. Figure 3 presents a

comparison of the VTTP values of a 57-year-old COPD

patient (GOLD II, FEV1%pred = 57%). Note delayed

VTTP values (dark red color) in both upper lungs in dorsal

slices, which is depicted in both 3D PREFUL measure-

ments. A comparison of the ventilation defect maps

derived from the regional ventilation maps (VDPRVent) of a

70 year-old COPD patient (GOLD III, FEV1%pred = 37%)

is depicted in Fig. 4 and shows a similar defect pattern for

TABLE 2. Results of 3D PREFUL in Healthy Volunteers (A) and COPD Patients (B) for First and Second

Measurements

Parameter Measurement 1 Measurement 2 P-valuea COV (%) ICC

(A)

RVent (mL/mL) 0.16 (0.13–0.22) 0.16 (0.12–0.22) 0.09 7.8 (4.0–14.7) 0.72

CC (−) 0.99 (0.99–1.00) 0.99 (0.99–1.00) 0.77 0.1 (0.04–0.3) 0.60

VTTP (%) 50.9 (50.2–51.8) 51.2 (50.4–52.4) 0.39 1.0 (0.6–1.5) 0.52

VDPRVent (%) 6.7 (5.1–8.2) 5.8 (4.4–7.6) 0.11 18.0 (8.6–31.1) 0.64

VDPCC (%) 1.2 (0.5–2.7) 1.3 (0.4–2.3) 0.40 43.6 (23.9–74.4) 0.59

(B)

RVent (mL/mL) 0.13 (0.10–0.18) 0.11 (0.11–0.15) 0.24 12.5 (8–22.2) 0.88

CC (−) 0.98 (0.96–0.99) 0.98 (0.97–0.98) 0.54 0.6 (0.3–1.2) 0.38

VTTP (%) 53.9 (52.4–54.6) 52.3 (51.8–54.3) 0.13 2.1 (1.1–3.2) 0.54

VDPRVent (%) 26.8 (15.8–34.5) 21.9 (16.1–28.7) 0.45 18.2 (7.5–23.1) 0.73

VDPCC (%) 15.7 (10.8–31.5) 19.4 (11.9–23.6) 0.50 33.7 (19.7–40.2) 0.51

Values are expressed as median (25th percentile–75th percentile). CC = cross-correlation metric; COV = coefficient of variation;
ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient; RVent = regional ventilation; VDPCC = ventilation defect percentage based on CC;
VDPRVent = ventilation defect percentage based on RVent; VTTP = ventilation time-to-peak.
aWilcoxon signed-rank test.
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FIGURE 1: Exemplary 3D PREFUL regional ventilation (RVent) images of a 47-year-old COPD patient (GOLD IV, FEV1%pred = 30%) of
the first measurement (left, median RVent = 0.11 mL/mL day 1) and of the second measurement (right, median RVent = 0.11 mL/mL,
day 3). Hypoventilation areas are marked with red color. COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FEV1%pred, forced expiratory
volume in 1 second in % predicted; GOLD, the global initiative for obstructive lung disease.

FIGURE 2: Exemplary 3D PREFUL cross-correlation (CC) maps of a 74-year-old COPD patient (GOLD II, FEV1%pred = 72%) of the first
measurement (left, median CC = 0.99, day 1) and of the second measurement (right, median CC = 0.98, day 9).

FIGURE 3: Exemplary 3D PREFUL ventilation time-to-peak (VTTP) maps of a 57-year-old COPD patient (GOLD II, FEV1%pred = 57%) of
the first measurement (left, mean VTTP = 52.4%, day 1) and of the second measurement (right, mean VTTP = 51.7%, day 7).
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both studies, preferably in the left lung. Minor differences

are seen in the right upper lung, where the defect areas are

more pronounced in the first 3D PREFUL measurement.

A good visual agreement of ventilation defects derived from

cross-correlation maps (VDPCC) of both 3D PREFUL

measurements is also shown in Fig. 5 for a 74-year-old

COPD patient (GOLD II, FEV1%pred = 72%), albeit with

small discrepancies of ventilation defects in the middle

slices, where the second 3D PREFUL measurement shows

more defects in the upper right lung.

Healthy Subjects

No significant bias was observed in Bland–Altman plots (left

column of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) between the first and second 3D

PREFUL measurements (RVent: 0.002 mL/mL, P = 0.09;

FIGURE 4: Comparison of ventilation defect maps derived from regional ventilation maps (VDPRVent) of first 3D PREFUL
measurement (left, VDPRVent = 43.5%, day 1) and the second 3D PREFUL measurement (right, VDPRVent = 34.8%, day 8) for a
70 year-old COPD patient (GOLD III, FEV1%pred = 37%). Defect areas are marked with red color. Sørensen-Dice coefficient between
first and second measurement for all voxels: 80%, Sørensen–Dice coefficient for healthy voxels: 75% and Sørensen–Dice coefficient
for defect voxels: 69%.

FIGURE 5: Comparison of ventilation defect maps derived from cross-correlation maps (VDPCC) of first 3D PREFUL measurement
(left, VDPCC = 6.8%, day 1) and the second 3D PREFUL measurement (right, VDPCC = 11%, day 9) for a 74-year-old COPD patient
(GOLD II, FEV1%pred = 72%). Defect areas are marked with red color. Sørensen–Dice coefficient between first and second
measurement for all voxels: 90%, Sørensen–Dice coefficient for healthy voxels: 95% and Sørensen–Dice coefficient for defect
voxels: 46%.
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CC: 0.0001, P = 0.77; VTTP: −0.28%, P = 0.39; VDPRvent:

0.35%, P = 0.11; VDPCC: 0.25%, P = 0.4).

The median COV of regionally computed 3D PREFUL

parameters (Rvent, CC, and VTTP) was less than 8%, with the

lowest median COV for CC (0.1%) and the highest median COV

for RVent (7.8%). For ventilation defect percentage parameters,

median COV was 18% for VDPRVent and 43.6% for VDPCC.

ICC ranged from 0.52 to 0.72 (Table 2), with the low-

est ICC for VTTP and highest ICC for RVent.

The regional agreement of VDPRVent and VDPCC (see

Table 3) showed the highest median Sørensen–Dice coeffi-

cient for VDPCC in healthy voxels (99%) and lowest median

Sørensen–Dice coefficient for VDPCC in defect voxels (22%).

There was a trend of reduced breathing frequency and

depth of breathing in the second 3D PREFUL measurement

of healthy subjects (P = 0.26 for breathing frequency and

P = 0.08 for depth of breathing). See Table S1 in the Supple-

mental Material for complete results.

COPD Patients

As for the healthy-subject group, Bland–Altman plots

showed no significant bias (right column of Fig. 6 and

Fig. 7) between the first and second 3D PREFUL measure-

ments (RVent: 0.0158 mL/mL, P = 0.24; CC: −0.0086,

P = 0.54; VTTP: 0.94%, P = 0.13; VDPRVent: 1.69%,

P = 0.45; VDPCC: 2.02%, P = 0.50). One COPD patient

of 13 was outside the limits of agreement in Bland–Altman

analysis of CC, VTTP, and VDPCC (see right column of

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7).

The median COV of regionally computed 3D PREFUL

parameters (RVent, CC, and VTTP) was less than 12.5%,

with the lowest median COV for CC (0.6%) and the highest

COV for RVent (12.5%). The reproducibility analysis of

VDPRVent and VDPCC showed median COVs of 18.2% and

33.7%, respectively.

ICC ranged from 0.38 to 0.88 (Table 2), with the low-

est ICC for CC and highest ICC for RVent.

a

b

c

FIGURE 6: Bland–Altman plots of RVent (a), CC (b), and VTTP (c) for healthy subjects (left column) and COPD patients (right column)
comparing the first 3D PREFUL measurement and second 3D PREFUL measurement. Mean difference is marked with red line, and
limits of agreement (blue dashed line) were calculated as mean difference ± 1.96 SD.
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The regional agreement of VDPRVent and VDPCC
(see Table 3) showed the highest median Sørensen–Dice

coefficient for VDPCC in healthy voxels (87%) and lowest

median Sørensen–Dice coefficient for VDPCC in defect

voxels (39%).

Significant correlations were found between the mean

ventilation defect percentage values (VDPRVent [r = 0.68,

P < 0.05] and VDPCC [r = 0.63, P < 0.05]) of both 3D

PREFUL measurements and Sørensen–Dice coefficients eval-

uated in defect areas (see Fig. 8).

Comparison between Study Groups

Comparisons of spirometric and 3D PREFUL ventilation

parameters of the second measurement between healthy

subjects and COPD patients are depicted in Fig. 9. Fig. S1

in the Supplemental Material compares the 3D PREFUL

ventilation parameters of the first measurement and spiro-

metric parameters between healthy subjects and COPD

patients.

Compared to the healthy-subject group, FEV1

(in percent of predicted value) and FEV1/FVC (in percent of

a

b

FIGURE 7: Bland–Altman plots of VDPRVent (a) and VDPCC (b) for healthy subjects (left column) and COPD patients (right column)
comparing the first 3D PREFUL measurement and second 3D PREFUL measurement. Mean difference is marked with red line, and
limits of agreement (blue dashed line) were calculated as mean difference ± 1.96 SD.

TABLE 3. Median Sørensen–Dice Coefficients of the VDPRVent and VDPCC Maps for Healthy Volunteers (A) and for

COPD Patients (B)

Parameter All voxels Healthy voxels Defect voxels

(A)

VDPRVent (%) 95 (93–96) 97 (96–98) 59 (52–64)

VDPCC (%) 98 (96–99) 99 (98–100) 22 (11–33)

(B)

VDPRVent (%) 79 (75–83) 85 (82–90) 54 (42–63)

VDPCC (%) 78 (71–83) 87 (78–90) 39 (31–52)

Values are expressed as median (25th percentile–75th percentile).
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predicted value) were significantly decreased (P < 0.05) in

patients with COPD. Conversely, age of COPD patients was

significantly higher (P < 0.05) compared to the healthy sub-

ject group (Table 1).

CC parameters obtained from 3D PREFUL were signif-

icantly decreased in COPD patients when compared to

healthy subjects (all P < 0.05). Comparing to healthy sub-

jects, VTTP, VDPRVent, and VDPCC parameters of both 3D

PREFUL measurements were significantly elevated in COPD

patients (all P < 0.05).

Comparison of 3D PREFUL Ventilation Parameters
to Spirometry

There were significant correlations between CC, VTTP,

VDPRVent, and VDPCC and FEV1 as percent of predicted

value and FEV1/FVC ratio in all study participants for both

study days (all P < 0.05, all jrj > 0.27). Significant correlation

(all P < 0.05, all jrj > 0.25) was found among RVent,

VDPRVent, and VDPCC derived from first 3D PREFUL mea-

surement and FVC as percent of predicted value for all study

participants together. Complete results are presented in

Table 4.

Discussion

The main result of this work is that 3D PREFUL dynamic

ventilation imaging enabled quantification of regional pulmo-

nary ventilation with good repeatability in healthy subjects

and COPD patients. Furthermore, 3D PREFUL ventilation

parameters correlated well with spirometric parameters (FEV1

as percent of predicted value and FEV1/FVC ratio as percent

of predicted value).

The repeatability of RVent and VDPRVent parameters

has been assessed for 2D PREFUL technique previously.20

ba

FIGURE 8: Scatter plot of Sørensen–Dice coefficients evaluated in defect voxels and ventilation defect percentage maps in COPD
subjects. Significant positive correlation was found between Sørensen–Dice coefficients and (a) ventilation defect percentage values
based on regional ventilation (VDPRVent) and (b) ventilation defect percentage values based on cross-correlation (VDPCC).

FIGURE 9: Comparison of spirometric and ventilation parameters of the second 3D PREFUL measurement between the healthy-
subject group and COPD group. The central red line indicates the median, the bottom and top edges of the box are 25th and 75th

percentiles. The extreme outliers are plotted individually using a red “!” symbol.
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RVent and VDPRVent parameters in our study have similar

median COV and ICC for healthy subjects and COPD

patients compared to results obtained for a similar healthy-

subject group and other COPD patients.20 Comparing

both RVent and VDPRVent parameters, RVent showed

lower median COV values for healthy subjects and COPD

patients. As the chosen threshold used for VDPRVent has

not been specifically evaluated for RVent parameter derived

by 3D PREFUL, additional uncertainty brought by the

chosen might negatively influence the repeatability results.

Other potential sources of variability of RVent and

VDPRVent parameters are changes in tidal volume and

breathing frequency between repeated measurements, which

has been discussed previously.34 Guided breathing or con-

trolling the tidal volume using a pneumotachometer could

help decrease the variability of both parameters derived by

3D PREFUL.35,36

The repeatability of the VTTP parameter has not been

reported in previous studies. In this study, a moderate repeat-

ability of VTTP for both study groups was shown. The

advantage of the VTTP parameter is its independence on

breathing frequency compared to RVent, the accuracy being

more dependent on model assumptions and correct phase

estimation. VTTP shows regions with abnormal ventilation

dynamics and ventilation heterogeneity, but the added value

to conventional parameters needs to be tested in future

studies.

The lowest repeatability of all ventilation parameters

was found for CC and VDPCC parameters, especially in

COPD patients. However, no significant bias was observed

between repeated measurements. Decreased COV and ICC

of both parameters might be explained by the fact that the

regions selected as healthy references were automatically cho-

sen by algorithm and may not necessarily have matched

between measurements. Furthermore, the repeatability in

COPD patients was lower than that in healthy volunteers.

Because the lung parenchyma is damaged in COPD patients,

the step of finding the healthy reference might be challenging

in some COPD cases and negatively influence the repeatabil-

ity. This suggests, that there is work to be done in optimizing

the algorithm for determining the healthy reference FVL in

PREFUL analysis of CC maps. The repeatability results of

CC and VDPCC should therefore be carefully interpreted and

further investigated in future studies.

Significant correlations were found between the mean

VDP values of both measurements and Sørensen–Dice coeffi-

cients evaluated in defect areas of COPD patients. This dem-

onstrates that COPD patients with fewer ventilation defects

(low VDP values) show less spatial agreement (low Sørensen–

Dice coefficients) in defect regions when the 3D PREFUL

TABLE 4. Correlation of 3D PREFUL-Derived Ventilation Parameters to Spirometry for all Study Participants: (A)

First 3D PREFUL Measurement Compared to Spirometry and (B) Second 3D PREFUL Measurement Compared to

Spirometry

FVC (% pred) FEV1 (% pred) FEV1/FVC (%)

Parameter Pearson r P-valuesa Pearson r P-valuesa Pearson r P-valuesa

(A)

RVent (mL/mL) 0.26 0.03 0.13 0.30 −0.01 0.95

CC (−) 0.19 0.12 0.58 <0.0001 0.59 <0.0001

VTTP (%) 0.02 0.88 −0.59 <0.0001 −0.71 <0.0001

VDPRVent (%) −0.25 0.04 −0.66 <0.0001 −0.63 <0.0001

VDPCC (%) −0.25 0.04 −0.67 <0.0001 −0.66 <0.0001

(B)

RVent (mL/mL) 0.23 0.06 0.21 0.09 0.06 0.61

CC (−) 0.11 0.38 0.71 <0.0001 0.76 <0.0001

VTTP (%) 0.08 0.54 −0.27 0.03 −0.39 0.0013

VDPRVent (%) −0.21 0.09 −0.63 <0.0001 −0.62 <0.0001

VDPCC (%) −0.16 0.20 −0.71 <0.0001 −0.75 <0.0001

r, Pearson correlation coefficient. P < 0.05 was considered as significant (marked in bold) correlation.
aWilcoxon signed-rank test.
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measurement is repeated. This may be in part due to the fact

that the overlap of defect regions between scans is dependent

on the chosen threshold for both VDPRVent and VDPCC
parameters and in part due to the spatial resolution of 3D

PREFUL MRI.

Significant correlations of 3D PREFUL ventilation

parameters (CC, VDPRVent, and VDPCC) with spirometric

parameters FEV1 as percent of predicted value and FEV1/

FVC ratio as percent of predicted value were found. These

findings are in agreement with previously reported results of

FD-based techniques in CF and COPD patients.20,24,37–39

The regional assessment of ventilation derived from 3D

PREFUL may help monitor any regional changes (eg, after

pharmacological treatment) or tailor the therapeutic decision

making in near future.

Limitations

In addition to imperfect co-registration between repeated

scans and differences in respiratory frequency or in tidal vol-

ume, several other facts influenced the variability of 3D

PREFUL measurements. First, there is evidence that COPD

there is variability in COPD patient symptoms during a day

or over a week,40 which might explain increased variability in

COPD patients when compared to healthy subjects. Second,

for 3 of 13 COPD patients the scan was repeated after more

than 30 days and only one PFT measurement was performed

(at the time of the baseline MRI). Although healthy subjects

were rescanned after a short break outside the scanner, it

appears that some subjects were breathing more deeply and

more slowly during the second measurement in comparison

to the first measurement. Based on the presented data we

assume that healthy subjects who experience the MRI scan

for the first time need a certain amount of time to feel com-

fortable and breath similarly as under normal circumstances.

Third, because the COPD patients analyzed in our study

were much older than the healthy subjects, the direct compar-

ison of 3D PREFUL ventilation parameters is questionable.

However, we showed that VTTP, VDPRVent, and VDPCC
parameters were significantly increased in COPD patients in

both 3D PREFUL measurements. Furthermore, RVent and

CC were reduced in COPD patients, except for the RVent

parameter of the first 3D PREFUL measurement, suggesting

compensatory hyperventilation in healthy parenchyma regions

in COPD patients. These findings are in concordance with

previously published results.20,24 Fourth, the sample size of

COPD patients was smaller than the healthy subject group

and both groups were not age-matched. Nevertheless, we do

not expect that this fact would change the outcomes, as the

study explores the repeatability. Fifth, comparison of 3D

PREFUL derived VDP with other imaging methods such as

hyperpolarized gas MRI techniques has not been performed

in this work. Recently, 2D PREFUL VDP was validated to

hyperpolarized 129Xe imaging with very promising results.23

Future studies are necessary to address the mentioned

limitations.

Conclusion

Repeatability of all ventilation parameters derived from 3D

PREFUL MRI during free breathing in healthy subjects and

COPD patients was good. 3D PREFUL ventilation parame-

ters are sensitive for changes of regional lung ventilation and

may add value to established pulmonary lung function

testing.
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5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
 
This PhD thesis was structured into method development and repeatability analysis of the developed 

methods. 

In the 1st part of the doctoral thesis a fully quantitative regional ventilation measurement was 

developed, which accounts for the volume errors due to registration in FD and related MRI methods, 

Chapter 4.1 (66). Using a theoretical lung model, a novel parameter RVent (abbreviated as VR in original 

publication) was introduced to solve the problem of incorrect volume changes in registration of FD MRI 

datasets. The proposed RVent measurement showed strong correlation to conventional FV and T2* 

corrected RVent parameter on a regional and global scale. However, the Bland-Altman analysis 

demonstrated systematic differences between all pairs of ventilation measurements. Considering the fact 

that the correction factor to calculate RVent from FV is regionally different and ranged from 0.5 to 3.01, 

this correction cannot be neglected. Next, anterior-posterior gradient of RVent and FV was observed in 

healthy volunteers scanned in supine and prone position. The gravitational gradients of increasing 

ventilation towards gravitationally-dependent lung regions are in concordance with previously results 

assessed by nuclear medicine techniques (61). For the T2* corrected RVent measurement, no gravity 

dependent ventilation gradient was seen. Since the T2* relaxation time of lung tissue is very short, the 

accurate measurement of T2* remains challenging. In the last years, UTE imaging was proposed to tackle 

the rapid signal decay in the lung parenchyma (67,68). A moderate repeatability was found for RVent, FV 

and T2* corrected RVent. As seen in previous publications (43,44), the repeatability of regional ventilation 

measurement suffers from changes in tidal volume, breathing frequency and from irregular breathing 

patterns. Although, the novel RVent parameter was demonstrated for PREFUL MRI, it might be used also 

in other derivates of FD MRI or CT-based dynamic lung ventilation assessment. After the development and 

first evaluation of the RVent parameter in an initial study, it has been tested for repeatability in large COPD 

patient cohort (45) and clinically validated in several studies in patients with several pulmonary diseases 

(41,49,69).  

The main focus in the 2nd part of the PhD thesis was the development of a 3D dynamic ventilation 

measurement with increased spatial resolution in comparison to 2D FD MRI techniques (Chapter 4.2) 

(70). For this purpose, a prototype stack-of-stars spoiled-gradient-echo sequence was optimized (71) for 

the pulmonary image acquisition (reduction of TE, nonslice selective excitation using hard RF pulse). 

Afterwards, low-resolution images of a dorsal slice (image matrix of 32x32) were reconstructed and used 

for self-gating and data binning. The reconstruction of full resolution images (spatial resolution of 4 mm 

isotropic) was executed using parallel imaging and an iterative compressed sensing algorithm 

implemented in the Berkeley Advanced Reconstruction Toolbox (72). Based on the previous idea of 

phase-resolved functional lung imaging (32), a full respiratory cycle with approximately 32 breathing 
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phases at an equidistant time grid was created. In the feasibility part of the study, a very good 

correspondence of the new 3D dynamic phase-resolved functional lung (PREFUL) technique with the 

conventional 2D PREFUL was found in eight healthy volunteers and eight patients with chronic pulmonary 

disease. On the other hand, 3D data sets with spatial resolution matching 2D PREFUL (3Dlowres) showed 

less detected ventilation defects when compared to 3D and 2D. Therefore, 3D PREFUL is likely more 

sensitive to areas of hypoventilation and ventilation heterogeneity. This fact might be beneficial for 

treatment monitoring or early detection of pulmonary disease. Analogically to spirometry, 3D MR-derived 

flow-volume loops have been introduced in order to assess pulmonary ventilation and mechanical 

behaviour of the lung throughout the entire respiratory cycle in a single healthy volunteer (65). In this work, 

flow-volume loops were created for different types of breathing using the information from deformation 

fields determined by the registration of respiratory phases. Our study was the first study to show signal-

based 3D flow-volume loops (FVL) in patients with chronic disease, which were previously found to be 

sensitive in detecting CLAD stages in patients after lung transplantation (47). Generally, good agreement 

of all 3D PREFUL ventilation parameters was shown even in 4 minute scan time. This makes 3D PREFUL 

an attractive method especially in examination of small children or patients with shortness of breath. 

However, it was found, that the dynamic ventilation parameters (ventilation time-to-peak (VTTP), FVL 

analysis based cross-correlation (CC), ventilation defect percentage based on CC parameter (VDPCC) are 

more stable for the 3D PREFUL measurement with scan time over 8 minutes. Contrary to previous 

approaches (53,63,65), the used stack-of-stars SPGR sequence has a longer echo time TE, which results 

typically in lower achievable SNR. To improve the SNR of phase-resolved ventilation images derived by 3D 

PREFUL, the number of respiratory bins may be reduced. When compared to UTE imaging, 3D stack-of-

stars is less susceptible to gradient imperfections and possesses faster filling of k-space. The major 

disadvantage of 3D PREFUL is that no perfusion assessment is feasible, because the applied sequence 

uses a non-slice selective hard RF pulse and therefore is not able to detect the pulsatile inflow effect of 

blood.  

Finally, in the 3rd part of the doctoral thesis, the repeatability of 3D PREFUL ventilation 

parameters and correlation of 3D PREFUL to pulmonary functional test (PFT) in 13 patients with COPD 

and 53 healthy volunteers was examined (Chapter 4.3). The good repeatability of RVent and ventilation 

defect percentage based on RVent parameter (VDPRVent) was found both in healthy volunteers and COPD 

patients. Similar repeatability results of RVent and VDPRVent ventilation parameters were observed in the 

previous study of 2D PREFUL (45). To further decrease the variability of both parameters, a 

pneumotachometer for the control of tidal volume or guidance during breathing might be applied (73,74). 

VTTP parameter derived by 3D PREFUL has shown moderate repeatability in both study groups. The 

accuracy of the VTTP parameter is dependent on correct phase estimation and until now its repeatability 

has not been examined. Since VTTP can depict lung parenchyma regions with abnormal ventilation 
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dynamics, it might be an interesting parameter e.g. for assessment of delayed ventilation areas in COPD 

patients. The lowest repeatability was found for CC and VDPCC parameters particularly in patients with 

COPD. For the CC calculation (in the FVL analysis) a healthy region of lung parenchyma is required to 

obtain healthy reference FVL. In patients with later stages of COPD, the lung parenchyma is seriously 

damaged, what makes the automatic selection of healthy lung parenchyma even more challenging. Also, 

it might be beneficial to just use a single healthy reference FVL for the whole 3D volume, instead of 

selecting the healthy lung reference FVL in each 2D slice separately. As a consequence of these findings, 

the optimization of selecting the healthy reference FVL in the CC analysis will be investigated in following 

studies. Next, 3D PREFUL ventilation parameters (CC, VDPRVent and VDPCC) correlated significantly with 

forced expiratory volume in 1s (FEV1) and FEV1 / forced vital capacity (FVC) parameters derived by PFT. 

Since the PFT is limited to global assessment of lung function, 3D PREFUL ventilation parameters might 

contribute to clinical diagnosis / patient monitoring by assessment of regional ventilation and its 

dynamics.  

As outlook, further validation of dynamic 3D PREFUL ventilation parameters to gas MRI (129Xe 

and 19F) and CT-based techniques is pending. Potential approaches to improve 3D PREFUL would 

encompass the selection of a healthy area for regional flow-volume analysis, further reduction of TE using 

UTE and ZTE methods, and usage of novel image reconstruction algorithms to improve temporal 

resolution. 

In conclusion, this PhD thesis dealt with the further development of fully quantitative measurements of 

pulmonary ventilation derived with 2D and 3D PREFUL MRI. In particular, a method for correct ventilation 

measurement with registered images was developed. Furthermore, dynamic 3D phase-resolved 

functional lung ventilation imaging was established and successfully tested in healthy volunteers and 

patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases. Thereby a significant contribution to the FD MRI 

field and its translation to clinical routine has been achieved. 
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